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I]      AMITRArT 

This  report includes abstracts and bibliographic lists on major 
contractual subjects that were completed in April,   1972.      The major 
topics are:   laser technology,   effects of strong explosions,   gcoscienrus, 

nd particle beams.     A section on material sciences is included as the 
optional fifth topic.      The abstracted material includes some selections 
prior to 1972 that have not otierwise been reported. 

To avoid duplication in reporting,   only laser entries concerning 
high-power effects have been included,   since all current laser material 
will appear routinely in the quarterly bibliograpliics. 

An index identifying source abbi cviallons and an author index to the 

abstracts arc appended. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This report includes abstracts and bibliographic lists on major 
contractual subjects that were completed in April,   1972.    The major 
topics are:   laser technology,  effects of strong explosions,  geosciences, 
and particle beatna.    A section on material sciences is included as the 
optijnal fifth topic.    The abstracted material includes some selections 
prior to 1972 that have not otherwise been reported. 

To avoid duplication in reporting,  only laser entries concerning 
high-power effects have been included,   since all current laser material 
will appear routinely in the quarterly bibliographies. 

An index identifying source abbreviations and an author index to the 
abstracts are appended. 
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I 1.     I aser Teclinolopy 

A.     Abstract; 

Avotin,   S,   S,,   E.   1J.   Krlvchi   ova,   1.   I.   PapLrov, 
P,   I.   Stoyev,  and  V.   1.   Torashin.    Change in 
electrical resistance of beryllium from last-r 
radiation.    ZhETF,   v,  6 1,   1(172,  288-293. 

Transient and long-term effects of laser irradiation on resistivity 
of beryllium are described,     T«8ts were run on 0.?. mm thick  Re foil 
strips,   exposed to pulsed radiation from a CiOR-lQOM laser (not identified) 
generating 1 millisecond pulses at 40 j,  focused to a 2. 5 mm dia.   spot 
on the foil surface.    Resistivity p was measured during and after exposure 
with a constant   1  a current  passed through the specimen.     Variation of p 
during exposure is Illustrated In Fig,   1,  with calculated values of local 
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Fi^.   1.     Resistivity variation in laser-irradiated 
beryllium, 

temperature rise ATeff also included.    A detailed examination shows three 
dlttlngulshable stages in  Ap(i) up to the 700/tCsec point,  as indicated by 
the curve form.     In the initial  stage (<100AS) a local heating rate of about 
IO6 deg/sec was calculated to exist  in the impact  region.    It is noteworthy 
thai a full anneal  hack  to pre-exposure values of o occurs when the test is 
done in a   JOOOK  ambient,   whereas at  770K(   p continues to increase for an 
interval following irradiation,   and after several  hundred microseconds 
levels off   it  a value some ')"'. above the original  value.    The latter effect is 
as. ribed to an in. reaie in structural defect density during the high temperature 
an neal. 
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Belozerov, S. A.. G. M.  Zverev, V. s.  Naumov, 
and V.   S.   Pashkov.     Destruction of transparent 
dielectrics hy racliation from a mode-lockedlT^er. 
ZhETF,   v.   62,   no.   1,   1972,  294-299. ~—* 

...     f   .     Af
COmparativetest was mar]e on damage thresholds in various 

thlöuLZ P
f

Ur      ' I'3" radiation-    The -ai" P^PO.e was to Ulu.trata 
he difference In effect of „Ingle pulse (10 ns) and a train of short pulses 
30 x 4 ns) from a mode-locked Nd laser on dielectric breakdown.      The 

test materials included type K-8 ßlass,   fused and crystal quartz,   leucosapphire 
and ruby with and without color centers.    The test JnditioL and find n« 
generally duplicate those of Orlov et al (Effects of Huh Power Lasers 
Dec.   1971,   p.   49),   who also advised on the present experiment.    A typical 
füamentary breakdown in the short-pulse regime indicated self-foc Jng 
evKlently not thermal,   which was not apparent in the monopulse regime. 
The te. . venfy that while energy densities for threshold are of the same 

for tL .h^T    1       for a11 diel-t— **•*>  th- pcwer density threshold 
for the short-pulse mode is typically several orders higher than for the 
10 n. monopulse.   and was found to go as high as 10^ w/cm2.     TllLs SURgests 

a therma   relief mec hanism operating between pulses in the pulse train 
case.    Photos are also included comparing filament appearance of the ruby 
with color centers to that in the remaining specimens. 

Zverev.  G.  M. .  Ye.   A.   Levchuk.   V.  A.   Pashkov, 
.%nd Yu.   D.   Poryadin.    Optical destruction of the 
surface of lithium niobate.    ZhETF.  v.   62    no    1 
1972.   307-312. '     ' 

Anomalous breakdown thresholds of laser-irradiated LiNbO, 
are examined and the types of destruction mechanisms taking place are 
suggested       n contrast to most dielectrics,   LiNbO, has both a markedly 
lower breakdown threshold at room temperature,  as well as a distinctly 
irregular change in breakdown ,evel with inc rease in ambient temperature 
Has was obsorv.-d in radialion tests with a focused Q-switched Nd glass    ' 
laser at       O.,^ on polished  UNbOj specimens,   in which 20 ns.   0. 1 j    pulses 
were apphed at f      IS cm.    Threshold at room temperature (120 Mw/cm^ 
increases with ambie.t temperature as seen in Fig.   1.  exhibiting step jumps 
at ihe Curl« polntt.    In contrast,  the threshold characteristic of I ITaO, 
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Fig.   1.    Relative threshold intensity vs 
temperature,   LlNbOj. 

Fig.   2.    Relative threshold vs.  total laser 
pulses,   N, 

Indicate« that for temperatures below ^^nor- t 
Ot Ugh( absorption in small I r   o   fn       . I        '   ' u    ^ " ^^ iS * {u"cti™ 

- <ra, pin, centers,  whereas at higher temperatures 
^predominant mechanism is absorption by free carriers in the 

surface 
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Highlights are given of select«*,! n. 

was chaired by Academician N    N    D  i    ! 8 Februa'y,   1971      Th« , 

.rtlcl.. deal with high.power  ...Mn^A*« 'nS'it,"e8-    ^ "^ o^h. 
targets,  C02 I...,, beinR mosl 0^;^'.      7"h metal •"" «lelec ric 
Part,c,..be.m interaction, are aieo6;™":^-    T" « '•"" degr«, ^ 

A paper by V    p    v    i 
oxide films on metal« f>'«^'      i ^  ? et al discussed the ernwfin i • 
m™ control.    Ex--- ^ '-^«n. an. ^thoOrrop^^/' ">'" 
oxd, «In, „„ chrome „, , mmi,.c

C:*o
C°2 la8'!r h.« yielded a 40-50 f 

c.lcul.,.d valuea.   A nllmb„ „ttestT,?,Jhich " "»•'«.« with 
-er targets was .ll0 ^^„^^ "« "suits by th. same ^^ -th^ 

* .Uelectrit-. ^ ^.T^^lase^Vatf ^ "«"»«• "' -P-ir.ation 
opttc.l glass under cw CO, exn'sur.      r    n'   USinB <!U"'2 .nd other 
have deveioped an approxi^te „aTh.n.aHc'aT th:ir re8Ul" 'he '"«h«, 

---..age .ode o;-SX'rr p^X----^^ 

mlUln, tecX^s' i'^cGr;eTe°c\yraonn0ira.
e,

i:
1 ''"r8"" "?««• »' 'aser 

tech„iqi,e tor prodocing ^ZmXt'rlTuZ'.T' '"!V°'°t"!'1 » 

and experi^entT^S ^ .^ ^.f""" « >> "-rihed oo.poter 

- -- .endS t„ focu. u on'i'st^t\vr-r:-:: -;:;. 
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whereas chemico-thermal mechanisms also play a part and warrant 
more detailed examination. 

Techniques for electron beam processing of materials are 
mentioned by A.  N.  Kabanov,   D.   B.   Zvorykin et al,   and Yu.   D. 
Belotovskiy et al.    These concerned nonthermal beam processing, 
electron lithography,  and beam deposition techniques for metal films. 

In summary.   Dr.   Rykalin observed that advances in laser 
tunability are needed to expand laser processing techniques,  and that 
more detailed study of chemico-thermal processes is needed for both 
laser and particle beam techniques. 

-B. 



Liberman,  M.   A. ,   and A.   T.   Rakhimov. 
££netration of e-m waves into a plasma with 
allowance for nonlinearify.    ZhET'F    v    61 ~ 
no.   3.   1971,   1047-1056. 

The authors examine the structure of an AUO,.,,^; 

KQ„;       i . ^'«»oiiia.    ii is noted that nonlinear pffp<-fc 
begin    to appear in such a case at relatively weak fielH« in 
the characteristic plasma f^l.l      TU     .        ly Weak fie,d8 ln comparison to 

\JIU vi rne uclii into the plasma,  according to the relation w u 

Nonnskiy,   L.   v.    Initiation of a controlled 
breakdown in gas by third-harmnni^^^j^ from 

JLJieofomium ]aser.    IN:   Kvantovaya elektronika. 

ml" Jis-lor*' [Zf,"vo Süvetskoye Tadio' ™' *>' 

breakdown in .as was trigRe'red ^ u" iM.V/.dU   ^ ^ l^ZT^ 
ene. 300 Mw/cm^ density.    The present author ha. d-JpHca'tede 
effect in atmospheric air.  obtaining a controlled breakdown from the third 
harmonic of an Nd glass laser at 3. 5 ev.    A collimated 3rd harmont beam 

Since breakdown threshold was first exceeded in both cases.    The results 
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confirm the inability of the fund 

single-mode regime for better cl 

2. 34 ev) to generate the con^olled b ' Ij ^ ^ ^^ harmo- 
sufficient photoioni.ation lUlll NoHn-lT" ^'^ OWi^ to th- 
were obtained with a multimode , '     ^      "^ 'f*^*** that his re 

c 
r 
suits 

arification of this pheno 
e repeated with a 

menon. 

interaction of radiation with mitt"   c" be a     PreSented fr0m Which ^ 
-odel assumes most types of no  coherent raTr^6^ de8crib^.    The 
scopic nature.  and includes certain^   ^i       l0n 80Urce8 of ^cro- 
random noise sources are hoZve" iTZl,     T ^^^ ** We^ 
rad.ation interaction with a ^^ ^«d     A general expre8sion 

whtch can be treated as a system of    T m^erial elements is given 
with stipulated or random Z   ilTclZt^ ^^ ™<*r**ti Jettons 
assumed model could be mUn^yTurmoi^^9 ^^ for ^ 
Kolmogorov equation;   however for La  .      ,       ^ Fokker-Planck. 
solution may be had by using on y t'em "     Cr8id

f
eratio- • satisfactory 

The author illustrates the approach bvT      "t    e 0f ^"^ m^^ elements desC  ibi      ?ifference8 of     PP -ch by ex        ! approximate t,uft J^«' 

the effect of radiation taken to be a nor-.l    ♦ *two-^*l system, under 
mean.    The method is tedious    reauirT 8ta^nary process with zero 

Kaytmazov,  S.   D      A    A    \f  ^     ^ 
Prokhorov.    Eff";; ota 400 I "'  ^ A*  M- 

l97T7^ff^^a-^i£iir^^^       14# 

An experiment is briefly d 
t an extern; " 

plasma.    Two condltlor 
- studied of an external ml^T^Vl^"1^ in Which ^ controlling effect 

magnetic- field on the geometry of a la^.     Z   , 
-u.t evidently be met for fie/d cont^" ^k 



geometry,   namely (I) field pressure n.ust exceed gas kinetic pressure 
in the plasma,   and (2) the skin layer should not exceed spark rad'^s,  r. 
This means that the external field must be sufficiently great that on 
lowering of plasma  pressure to the magnetic pressure level,   plasma 
temperature still remains high enough to preclude diffusion in the external 
field.    The corresponding threshold for field control in the present case 
was calculated to be on the order of 300 koe.    Tests to corroborate this 
were run at levels up to 500 koe,   using a transformer-fed one-turn coil 
of 0.8 cm dia.   instead of the usual capacitor bank.    A 100/tsec field pulse 
was thus generated,  which simplified the requirement of exact synchro- 
nization of laser spark and field pulse.    Tests were run in ambiant air, 
using a neodymium glass laser at 2--3 j in both giant pulse and spike 
regimes to produce breakdown.    The comparative effect of the field is 
seen in Fig.   1,  where the spark is confined to a cylindrical form with 

Fig.   1.    Field effect on laser 
spark.    a,c - no applied field; 
b - field applied 

;i smooth boundary.    In both laser regimes the field increased spark 
axial length by about 1.5 times;    it follows that this formation should 
retard plasma cooling»    Nominal spark parameters of r - 0, 1 cm and time 
custant T     3 x 10"' sec led to the conclusion that the plasma temperature 
attained was at least 6 x 10'   ,eg.  K. 



Afanas'yev,   Yu.   V.,   and V.   B.   Rozanov. 
Spectrum of multiply-charged ions in a laser 
Plasma.    ZhETF.  v.   62,  no.   1,   1972,  247-252. 

A physical model is proposed for the energy spectral form of 
multiply ionized atoms in a laser plasma.    Based on certain assumptions 
regarding plasma diffusion, the model permits the development of an 
analytical expression which describes the desired ion energy distribution. 
The analysis demonstrates that a principal factor governing the energy 
spectrum for a range of Z-charged ions is the recombination process 
during the diffusion period following termination of the laser pulse.    It 
is furthermore shown that the set of Z present at the end of the pulse 
does not necessarily contain all Z values present following this time.    For 
simplicity a spherically symmetrical plasma flare is assumed to exist 
at pulse termination, expanding into a vacuum according to a self-similar 
law.    The energy spectrum is then derived as a function of initial flare 
density N0 and time.    Assuming values of No = l020/cm3, temperature 
T      100 ev and ZS20,  the authors find a characteristic photorecombination 
time rprÄ3 x lO-iO sec,  which is less than plasma diffusion time,  hence 
the recombination effect can be appreciable.    Analogous experimental 
work of Bykcvskiy et al is cited (ZhTF,   1970,  2578, and ZhETF,  v.  60, 
1971,   1306),  but lack of complete data from the latter preclude a useful 
comparison of theory with experiment.    A more recent similar work of 
Mattioli is also cited (Plasma Physics,  v.   13,   1971,   19) in which decay 
of an LiH plasma was calculated from ionization and recombination processes. 

Golant,   V.   Ye.    Wave penetration in plasma 
at frequencies near the lower hybrid.    ZhTF, 
no.   12,   1971,  2492-2503. 

Theoretical considerations are presented for optimizing the 
introduction of e-m radiation into a magnetized plasma.    It has been 
shown that injection near the lower hybrid frequencies may be advantageous 
since plasma opacity to the incident wave will be minimal here,  to a wave 
with correctly applied longitudinal delay.    The author therefore investigates 
the transformation region for frequencies near the lower hybrid,  and 
derives expressions for optimum energy transfer under these conditions. 
It is assumed that the applied frequency lieg well below electron cyclotron 
resonance and well above ion cyclotron resonance.    For the case of a 
uniform Applied magnetic field,  expressions for optimal delay structure 

•9- 



parameters are obtained, assuming the idealized delay configuration 
of Fig.   1.    In some cases in a uniform field the requirements on delay 

f • 

tzl    i 

Figure 1.    Delay  geometry. 
1 - delay element;   2 - vacuum; 
3 - plasma. 

parameters may become excessive;   in that event a nonuniform external 
field may be applied,  resulting in two transformation regions and 
simplifyiig the delay line operation. 

Askar'yan,  Q,   A.,   and T.   G.  Rakhmanina. 
Scattering,refrattion and reflection of sound 
under the action of intense light on a medium. 
ZhETF,  v.   61,  no.   3,   1971,1199-1202. 

An analytical discussion is given describing the effect of 
powerful optical absorption in a medium on acoustic parameters of that 
medium.    Coherent or noncoherent radiation of sufficient intensity can 
cause substantial local changes in acoustical scattering,   refraction and 
reflection owing to gas evolution,  bubble formation,  etc.    The case of a 
liquid medium is treated here,  wiMi bubbles assumed to be formed by beam 
absorption,  as this produces drastic changes in the cited acoustical para- 
meters.    An expression for mean bubble size is derived as a function of 
breakdown threshold and other parameters of the liquid medium.    A compar- 
ison of theoretical scatter in bubbles with scatter in locally heated regions, 
at the same per unit energy dbsorption,   shows that the bubble scattering 

10- 
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< roit-aertion will ex.eed that of the heated reKion8 by as much as lOU, 
Which intliiates the predominant statterinR effett of bubble formations. ' 
A brief treatment on sound refraction and reflection from optically 
disturbed re^ior^ is also given.    The discussion in general is concerned 
with aroustic velocities ranßing from supersonic to hypersonic. 

Yevtushenko,   T.   P.,   V.   Kh.   Mkrtchyan,  and '    C 
G.   V.   Ostrovskaya.    Spec troscopje  studies of a 
laser spark.   IV.   Absorption spectrum of a spark 
in hydrogen.    ZhTF,   no.   12,   1071,  2*Hl   2SH9. 

This is the fourth report in a series by the authors on laser 
spark spectroscopy;   the previous article was reported in Effects of High " 
Power Lasers,   Dec.   1971,  p.  7,  on spark spectra in air,  He and Ar.    In 
the present tests the absorption spectrum of hydrogen at 6 atm was measured 
and compared to the continuous spectrum of an air breakdown.    The 
same method was used as in the earlier tests,  as shown in Fig.   1,  using 
two Nd glass lasers to generate the sparks.    The lasers were identical 

•-E3 

test 

Fig.   1,    S< hematic- for spectral study of a 
laser spark in hydrogen.    A1,A2 . monitor tubes; 
C - hydrogen vessel at 6 atm;    Fj, F2  - sparks; 
S], S2 - spectrographs. 
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of multiple ionization.    Tho lonlutlon relaxation /.one in the shock wave 
wake is tlivided for analytical purposes into two regions with differinß 
nuvhanisms of free electron formation:    (1) a region of "seed electron" 
formation from atom-atom collisions;   and (2) an electron avalanche 
remon,  with electrons freed predominantly by electron-atom collisions. 
Moat of the optical absorption,  as well as the significant change in gas 
state,   occurs in region (2).   which is therefore the region mainly treated 
in the paper.     Equations for   incident flux density and degree of iom/ation 
are numerically integrated,  together with equations for one-dimensional 
stationary flow of the gas.    The calculated results of density and tempera , 
ture profile,  together with ionization characteristics,  are shown to have 
a definite correlation with incident flux density.    The authors emphasize 
that the c haracteristic s of hydrodynamic variables in such a shock wave 
i.e.   one absorb! ig an intense optical flux,  will differ from the v orresponding 
parameters in the usual detonation wave,   owing to the ionization relaxation 
region which will exist in the former case.    Some graphical solutions of 
the results are included. 
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2.    Effects of Strong Explosiong 

A.    Abstracts 

GoHunov, S. K. , A. A. Deribas, I. D. Zakharenko. 
and V. I. Mali. Investigation of viscosity of metals 
c.iring high velocity shock.    FGiV,  no.   1,   1971,   15S.141. 

This article describes a study of metal viscosity during shock 
from explosive welding.    An experimtnt is described in which steel plates were 
weldec. as shown in Fig.   1.    On detonation of explosive (5),  the upper plate (3) 
is driven onto the lower plate (1),  as a result of which the two plates are welded 
as shown in Fig.   lb.     The welded specimen was then cut along the direction of 

^5 ' "   1 • — • - - ■ -.——.-,i. , 

Fig.   1.    Explosive weld. 
1,3. steel plates;   2 - slot;   4 - hole 
(0. 3~0. 5 mm);    S - explosive:   6 - detonator; 
7 - wooden base. 

movement of the contact point and the cross-section was microphotographed 
(Fig.  2).    Horizontal displacement 7. with relatif n to the distance y from the 
interface was measured on the photograph.    At f > || ( || . thickness of upper 
plate.   hz - thickness of lower plate),   »he relationship between z and y follows a 
parabolic curve,  /.     .i(y - 42)2:   whiIe M f <|j,  /. - be-ky . an exponential 
curve (a,   b      constants).     Displacemen    of impact points of the plates with 
relation to metal viscosity was investigated and was found to be inversely pro- 
portional to viscosity.    Mathematical expressions are derived for determining 
stored impulses and the diffusion of horizontal velocities in both upper and lower 
plates.    Using experimental data and derived formulas,  viscosity coefficients 
were determined for Al.   Cu and steel (Table I).    Viscosity coefficients for Al, 
Cu and steel are seen to have an increasing order of (0. 3M). 8)10Sp,   (2~2. 7)l05p 
and I ♦~S)105p respectively. 
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Materials "!■ ''•i- f 8 ILlO-5' p0i 
r H CM 1 

y  IM 1 y-o.» 

Al    i li IG» 
O.-l 

2.0 
3.0 

2,8 
3,1 

10*80' 
11" 

0.31 
0.81 

0,32 
0.86 

Cu IM -«) 0.4 
0.1 

1.4 
2.4 

1.7 
4.2 

'21" 
I4 70' 

2.1 
2.5 

2.7 
2.0 

Steel<(;T- •' 
0.45 
0.' 

2.8 
3.0 

3.1 
4.0 

1.7 JO' 
M'^O' 

3.9 
1,8 

4.1 
4.8 

Table.   1.    Shock viscosity results. 

Podurets,  M.   A.,  G.   V.   Sumakov,  R.   F.   Trunin. 
L,   V.   Popov and B.   N.   Moiseyev,,    Compression of 
water by strong shock waves.    ZhETF,  v.  62,  no.   2, 
1972,  710-712. 

Measurement of shock compressibility of water by absolute 
methods is limited to a maximum pressure of 1~2 Mbar.    For higher pressures, 
compressibility can be found only by relative methods, based  on a reliable 
interpolation of the impact adiabatic curve of a standard analog substance, which 
in case of water can be aluminum.    In this article the authors use the cited method 
tc investigate the relative compressibility of water at pressures ~14 Mbar.    The 
measurements were obtained by successive recording of a shock wave propagating 
through an aluminum block of thickness A- 160 mm and a water layer of thickness 
A - 80 mm;   wave velocity (D) was determined with an error < 1%.    Parameters 
of compressibility, according to this known wave velocity, were determined by 
P-H diagrams (pressure - body velocity of the substance behind shock wave front). 
Damping of the shock wave at the interface between aluminum and water surfaces 
Is taken into account by a small correction   in the calculations.    Initial parameters 
in aluminum are found to be D^ -  36. 40 km/sec:   UA1   - 25. 55 km/sec;   PA] ■ 25. 20 
Mbar.  and for water they are D      43.95 km/sec.  U i  32.42 km/sec.   P ■  14.25 
Mb.tr.  and p    2.815 g/cm3.    Errors in determining the water density are connected 
with the experimental Inaccuracy in measuring the wave  velocity in bot;    -nedla, 
and also with the uncertainty in the standard adiabatic curve for aluminum;   they 
amount to about Ae/e*0.03.    Results a-e  plotted In Fig.   1.    The figure Includes a 
curve cak.ilated according to the quantum-statistical Thomas-Fermi model.    A 
comparison of calculated and extrapolated experimental dynamic adiabatic curves 
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in the region of very high pressures,   P > 400 Mbar. mch as water 

Brudnyy,  V.  N. ,  V.   P.   Voronkov,  M.  A.  Krivov 
and S.   V.  Malyanov.    Effect of electron radiation' 
on gallium arsenide photodin.^«     TVTT7 Fir    nn    , 
1972,   106-107. ' ' 

Results are reported of an investigation on characteristics of a-illinr« 
arsemde photodiodes after radiation by electrons with 1. 5 MeV at sJooK ^oZ 
ments were done with diodes having a base thickness of 120    130 JH ^n P 

ilTcTAr dun8itie8 of0: ^f x lo15--2 "^ ^^cm-VrdTsTioHL^ 
ar.   H ^r r       mpere'  8Pectra1'   ^ luminescence characteristics were ' 
Vre^Vr ^     ^ ^V* ^ ^ l"^'«on ^« characteristc curves 
of    .'7 .    . Co7Pariso" Ot the curves shows a significant change  in the chlracteristi 
o   photod^des after radiation,  particularly in the forward v-a characteristic 

J.*rr" ri^r t;"inR the8e effects into ~ ^* ^z1:*^ 
cs 
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I.   A.   Bogashehenko,   A.   V.   Gurevich,  R.   A. 
Salimov,  Yu.  I.   Eydelman.    Flow of a rarefied 
plasma around a body.    ZhETF,  v.   59, no    S~ 
1970.   1540-1555. 

The structure of the disturbed wake behind a disc around which 
a rarefied plasma is flowing is studied in detail by the Langmuir probe 
technique.    The plasma was produced in a Q-machine as shown in Fig.   1. 
Properties of the plasma flow are discussed.    A characteristic radial' 
distribution of quasi-neutral plasma is shown to exist,  with maximal density 
around the system's axis.    The distribution of ions in the plasma is given by 

anaD 

□ana ' 
Fig.   1.    Plasma generator. 
1 - ionizer;   2 - anode;   3 - disc #1; 
4 - dise # 2;   5 - test probe. 

wrrn,^fUnfi0n;   rhe an0de POtential i8 cho8en 80 th*t the electron distri 
velorH      thf f

Pla8ma Can al80 be 8iv«" ^ the Maxwell function.    The densUv 

the^dT I rerevT^^Telt ^ ^^ ^^  ^^ ^^ *"* *****^ JnHi.l!    T measurements and their comparison with theorv 
oro^H       T*T** 0f i0n acceleratio" in a selfconsistent electHc fieW   ^ 
of theo,. 7   he

f.
P t,8^-    ^ the immediate v-inity behind the disc the effect 

of the electric field on ion motion is quite pronounced,  causing a nofciceaMe 
ion concentration near the axis.    The plasma wake ha   a damped öscülatorv 
profile;    U, shown that the decrease of ionizer temperature and the increase 

pPla:maa tll^t^r^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^eXtr b, t on oi plasma behind the body assumes an almost monotonic character     At larcr*. 
distances from the disc,  plasma disturbance is shown to be Tfunction of the 
radius only.    An important role in oscillation dampina is plaveTbv Z H^ 
mation of the ion distribution function.    The effect oMonicloM u 
on distribution function is discussed in detail.^^t^Mgl   on^LHH Uon 

damp,ng shows that the longitudinal and transverse ion temperaturer«raduZ 
level out as a result of collisions.    It is shown that the change of sfgn of the  ^ 
body potential relative to that of th    plasma does not apprecfably a feet the 
structure of the disturbed wake behind the disc.    However.  1 changeo   si*n 
in the potential of another body located in the disturbed zo^ of the first bodv 

Th^etVa eCt.8 the ^f^^! ^ the ^ in the "^ het—   ^ ^s     " Theoretical and experimental data are compared for the axial and radill 

a're^u d
d
l8tribUti°n in perturbed ^°™.  ^ the results of the measurements are found in accordance with theory. »uremetus 
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Shurshalov,   L.   V.    Calculation of powerful underwater 
explosions.    MZhiG,  no.   5,   1971,   36-<C," 

A problem on powerful underwater explosions is solved by finite 
-difference equations,  with the introduction of an artificial viscosity Q = Qi + Q2, 
where Qj and Q2 are linear and quadratic components of Q.    In contrast to 
relatively weak explosions,  a full thermodynamic description of the properties 
of water over a broad range of pressures, temperatures and densities >s required 
in the present problem.    A numerical solution is developed using an equation 
of state derived earlier by the author (MZhiG,  no.  4,   1967,   184) to describe 
the properties of water at pressures over 1,000 atm.    At a pressure below 1,000 
atm, the Tait equation of state was used. 

A spherical envelope (v > 3) containing a strongly heated compressed 
gas and located in an infinite space filled with water, with specific volume V2 
at a pressure p1,  served as a mathematical model of an underwater explosive 
charg',-.    Motion of water and gas was calculated from the time t = 0, when the 
envelope disappears instantaneously.    A set of Lagrangian equations of motion, 
which included the term Q, and equations of state of detonation products and 
water were solved by the finite-difference method.    A numerical calculation 
using the finite-difference equations was performed for explosion of a spherical 
TNT charge of P0 = 1. 5 g/cm3 at about 60 m depth.    Characteristic values 
selected were:   p* = lo4 kg/m2,  v* = 10-2 m4/kg x aecZf  andl^ ro# where 

r0 is the initial radius of the charge.    The coefficients C, and C2 in the expressions 
Ql = C^ AU/V and Q2 = C| AU^/V (where AU = U(R + AR)-UR,  U,  V,  and R 
are dimensionless velocity,  specific volume,  and Euler coordinate respectively, 
and a is the local sound velocity) were assumed to be Ci = 0. 5 for extremely 
powerful or«0 for weak waves and Cz « 2.    The calculated hydrodynamic para- 
meters are plotted in Fig.  1-3, whore T= t/t«, dashed lines describe variations 
of the shock wave parameters, and Rj = 1 corresponds to the boundary of a gas 
bubble.    The dots and circles represent the data calculated with a time step 
twice (dots) and one half (circles) that used in calculation of data represented by 
tl 3 curves.    Comparative analysis shows that the calculations are satisfactorily 
accurate.    The flow parameters were also calculated for dispersion in water of 
a spherical (v = 3),  cylindrical (v = 2),  or a plane-parallel (v = 1) volume of a 
compressed gas whose initial parameters were PB = 5 x 10^,  V    = 0  49    and U    - 0 

8 g       •     » g       ' 
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Fig.   1.    Pressure versus 
Lagrangian coordinate Rj. 
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Fig.  2.    Velocity versus 
Rl. 

Fig.   3.    Density versus R,. 

In Fig.   4.  calculated pressure,   velocity,  and density drop at the shock wav« 
front are plotted as continuous,  dashed,  and dot-dash lines. 
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Fig.   4.    Shock wave parameters in water 
versus time r for v = 1,  2,  *nd 3. 
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Fig.   1.    Experimental configurations. 

Rupture of the rear surface was accomplished in llZ^sec.    At a 1200 m/sec 
impact velocity,  oscilloscope signal traces from the photomultiplier show 
2-2. 5 msec pulses with several characteristic peaks.    Pulse intensity from a 
ruptured copper surface was 3-8 times that from a deformed surface without 
any visible rupture.    The radiation pulses were recorded with 27 and 33 mm 
thick samples.    In one control experiment,  a 50 mm thick sample was not deformed 
and no radiation was detected.    A special control experiment was set up involving 
exclusion of triboluminescence of the oxide film.    In this experiment,  a supposedly 
oxide-free copper surface formed on the rear face of a 27 mm thick sample by 
a previous impact was reimpacted 2-3 min after the first impact.    A light pulse 
of the same intensity, but shorter than the first one,  was recirded in this 
experiment.    In both experiments,  radiation from collision or friction of the 
sample with the small chamber walls did not interfere with the recordings, 
because the colliding and friction parts were shielded from the photomultiplier. 
Residual gas interference in the shock wave front was also excluded,   since a shock 
wave could not develop at subsonic deformation velocities.    No trace of crack 
edge melting was detected on the photographs,  indicating that thermal radiation 
was recorded.    Analogous results were obtained in experiments with duralumin. 
Final proof of radiation emission from the part of the sample in the process of 
deformation and rupture was obtained by photographing the self-radiation of a 
luminescent crack in copper usin^ an image converter (Fig.   lb).    The radiation 
contour   in the photograph coincides tlosely with the crack contour. 

It is concluded that the experimentally observed radiation is emitted 
by deformation and rupture of the metal.    This radiation exhibits the principal 
characteristics of luminescence,  i.e.  it exceeds thermal radiation at a given 
temperature,  and its lifetime exceeds significantly the period of a light wave. 
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Vakatov. V. P. . A. B. Karasev. V. P. Malyavin. 
and B. K, Tkacher.ko. Studies on an elertriral Hi, 
shock tube.    ZhPS.  v.   15.   no.   6,   1971,  989-992. 

and various dtton^**™ 'T electrically discharged shock tube is described 
various data on xts operation are discussed.    The configuration (Fig.   1) 

zcrc 

Fig.   1,    Discharge tube. 
1 - main lube;   2 - reflected shock 
wave;   3 . knife edge;   4 - diaphragms; 
5,6 - optical filters;   7,8 - phototube. 

was a 4m x 50 mm dia main tube and a 3® x 200 mm discharge chamber    lin^H 

or v., d ,e)rtolile „,„, were found io   ^„«o^ziröiz™' 
Ind u'n?;,       °T?'-   CraPhiCal reSUltS "e a1'0 *«" «or .hock waveXity 

to be7!"./,., on^r'n"'"'0" """ al80 made-    The '-"„iqu. I, „nclidCT 
to be a uaetul one for «hock excitation of SaBe. in the lO-ZO.OOOOK range. 
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I Simonov,  V.  A.    On processes    originating during 
the falling of an impact Wctve on a tapered cavity. 
FGiV,   no.  2,   1971.  280-284. 

Results are described of experimental investigations on processes 
arising from an impact wave of subsonic velocity on the tip of a tapered cavity 
in metals, and a study is made of the stability of the flat cumulation jet which 
is produced.    Experiments were conducted with aluminum,   copper and steel, 
the ar.rtngement for which is shown in Fig.   1.    The cylindrical explosive charge 
of diameter 40 cm and height 10-15 mm consisted of type TG 50/50 compound. 
Detonation of the charge was synchronized with photographic instruments to 
obtain a true picture of the detonation processes;   the range of angle 7(Fig.   1) 
was varied from 0. 5° to 32°. 

Fig.   1.    Experimental sketch. 
1 - metallic specimen;   2 -  explosive charge 
with flat wave regenerator;    3 - detonator; 
4 - metallic plate of given thickness. 

Experiments with aluminum specimens showed that a flat cumulation 
metallic jet was formed during ehe normal interaction of the impact wave on a 
tapered cavity with an angle 2 7 = 30°.    With decrease of y, jet formation disappears, 
that is, a regime of collapsing without jet formation occurs,  characterized by 
a periodic deformation very similar to wave formation during explosion welding. 
The length of this wave was found to vary with change in angle >.    At 7= 1, 5°, 
wavelength \ was 1. 5 mm;   at 7 = 6. 5o, x . 5. 5 mm#    In the range -^o^go^ both 
wave and jet regimes were found to exist simultaneously.    At 7 ^ 8°,  only the 
jet regime existed,  and at 7=15°,  this jet was capable of piercing through a 
duralumin plate of 10 mm thickness. 
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Kozlov,   V,   I. ,  and Yu.   G.   Shafer.    On a possible 
mechanism for the localization of fission products 
from a high-altitude nuclear explosion.    Kosmicheskiye 
issledovaniya,   no.   4,   1971,   630-631. 

Recorded particle data on the Cosmos 3,   5 and 6 satellites 
following the U.  S.   Starfish high-altitude detonation in July,   1962 showed a 
concentration of fission products at the conjugate point to Johnson Island. 
This concentration was detected at high altitudes and persisted for an appreciable 
length of time.    In the present paper the authors use the Starfish results for a 
model with which they analyze the type of trapped particles,  their transport 
characteristics,  and the geometry of the trap region at the conjugate point. 

A magnetic-gravitational trap is postulated in the conjugate point 
region which will act as a potential well for the heavier charged particles.    At 
some radial distance r0 from earth center the combination of gravity and repulsion 
potentials will have a minimum,  which determines the depth of the potential 
well;   in the proposed model this is shown to be E j^   ~ mg r/3,  where m = ion 
mass.    Assuming particles with atomic weight of 100 and an altitude of 400 km, 
we find that E.   =*    30 ev,  i.e. , the portion of the dispersing cloud of fission 
products having energies on the order of 30 ev will be trapped at the 400 km level. 
This level is consistent with the values obtained by Neff et al [l] and Colgate [ZT 
at the conjugate point. 

The arrival time of the major portion of charged particles is generally 
a function of plasma dispersion in the geomagnetic disruption at the detonation 
point;   Askar'yan L3j gives the velocity as on the order of 10'   cin/sec for the 
Starfish test, which for a force line   length of about 4 x 10" cm yields an arrival 
time of 40 seconds. 

The authors next examine the factors determining the duration of the 
trap region.   As the analysis shows,  the size of the well is a direct function of 
particle charge,   hence the  well assumes a "funnel" configuration according to 
trapped charge level.    The confinement time is given approximately by 

T
c   - 0. 785 x f| In   Bmax    , 

B 

where   r"^ is mean ion relaxation time and R is magnetic inductance,  on the 
assumption that the main loss mechanism is coulomb scattering in the funnel region. 
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1 n.™ ,  an,   rPe/atUre di8tribution of atmospheric ion. is assumed,  then 

falTs^n the r.8 Tin" 'tJ**** ^ """^ at0mic Wei«ht and i°"i"tion level 
that /h ^       10   --10    flec in ^e 250-1000 km altitude ranRe.    This surest 
hat the cone region t. sustained by continuous replenishment of particles fron, 

the upper energy regions. 

to driff nf J1™1?'   it.i8, COncluded that dissipation of the funnel region owing 
Lroh       . . P

K
P
      

PartlClefl i8 »•lUflMi (0.2 - 0. 5 deg/day,.  which wa. 

ßllTyrl*    r* eXperimrtal eVidenCe that the traP "S-n acted as a compact P and y radiation source for a substantial period. 
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This paper is the first extensive analysis to appear of Soviet 

Afth0. zi^f t^r'r4:from the chiM" -'--plosion ^.c^b.,. iJOi     At the time of the   explosion two Cosmos satellites were in orbit and 
a    ying several types of radiation monitoring equipment:   Cosmos.2   9 (apogee 

1353    pengee 219 km),  and Cosmos.262 (apogee 818.   perigee 263 km)      The 

Cos!    'AT ^ T Were inClined at 490 t0 the equato'rialVane      The 

fea :r::;v;p;^s ^eq;iprnt inch,deH ^-^^ p^li teleBCOP 

intended for protons > 10 MeV anH electrons > 50 K.V     U could af^Z«  "" 

ctlTi'ngtf'^r STSn6"^ H" f0^ 1%-    The 262 Parried an i-Vslf   a     ay 
byTn Ra ri Tpb-58C

ß
r

a;e r
harRe counter8 ^^in para,iei *** ^*** 

es 
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This equipment was user! to transmit maUtlm« data on radiation 
intensity levels from orbital regions over the USSR,  Mongolia and CbLia,  around 
the time of the detonation.    For the purpose of illustration the author« have chosen 
the intensity data from orbits lyinp below the regions of stable capture of near-earl! 
radiation.    This iata is presented graphically according to satellite trajectory 
as shown in Figs.   1-3,   giving increase in count rate N over that of a "quiet" day, 
i.e.,   December 18 and  19,   1968. 

The data show that the shielded single counter (SSC) in the Co8mo8.259 
recorded during two minutee an 0-80% increased intensity in its 196th orbit,  i.e. , 
about 10 hours after the explosion;   this recording was made at an altitude of 
about 700 km over the Mongolian Peoples Republic in an area whose coordinates 
were 43.450N.   Lat.   (geographic) and 100-llOOE.   Long.    The counting rate of 
the triple-coincidence telescope increased at the same time.    Twenty-four hours 
after the explosion,  over approximately the same territory in the 209th and 210th 
orbits above the eastern territory of China,  the satellites noted an increase of 
intensity U N/N)ssc = 20 and 60%,   U N/N)STS -- 50 and 40%,  respectively.    In 
the 211th orbit,  the counting rate increments of the single shield  d counter 
reached 1.5-2 pulses per second,  which amounts to 30-40% over background. 

On December 27 in the 196th orbit,   beginning with 2113-2117 hours, 
the external SSVS counter rates increased by a factor of 2-8; a maximal increase 
by a factor of 10 was noted at 2115 hours 30 seconds.    Subsequently the count 
rate began to fall off and at 2118 hours only background oscillation was recorded. 
In the 197th orbit,  the count rate increased by a factor of 2-2. 5.    On December 
28 in the 209th orbit,  the satellite recorded only the cosmic ray background while 
in the 210th orbit,  wiose trajectory is near the 196th orbit,  in a real-time 
transmission regime,  the count rate increased by a factor of 1.5-2.    The maximum 
"excess" of the count rate in the 211th orbit,  whose trajectory almost coincided 
with the 197th orbit,  reached 100%. 

Analogous results are reported for the Co8mos-262 count rate,  e.g. , 
262*8 counters registered a doubled intensity 23 hours after the explosion;   the 
recording was also made over the Mongolian Peoples Republic in an area whose 
coordinates were 48-470N.   Lat.  and 95-105OE.   Long. ,  at an altitude of 270 km. 

It is noteworthy that no increase in radiation intensity was recorded 
when the Cosmos-259 satellite passed in its 209th orbit over the magnetic 
conjugate of the Chinese explosion point,  which is to be expected in low al'itude 
explosions.    Consequently,  there was no direct ejection of explosion product«! 
into the force tube.    A further theoretical analysis is given to define the absorption 
mechanism taking place in the vicinity of the detonation point;   the fact that 
neither Cosmos satellite intercepted fission fragments is taken as evidence of 
strong atmospheric absorption,  and on this basis it is concluded that detonation 
occurred at not over 20 km altitude. 
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The level of protons above 190 MeV regiBtered by the STS counters 
suggests that there may have been some release of th^m from the radiation 
belts owing to the disturbing effect of the Chinese detonation.    Using calculations 
'rom the U.  S.  Starfish test,  the authors verily this mechanism as a possible 
dditional result of the test. 
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I 
I 

Alimov,  V.  A,    Effect of atrong radiowavea on the 
ionosphere.    Geomagnetizm i aeronomiya,  no.  2, 
1972,   346-348. 

The author proposes possible mechanisms for increasing (or decreasing) 
electron density in a localized region of the ionosphere by means of a powerful 
r-f beam,  and shows the considerable effect that such a beam may have on the 
nonuniform composition of the affected region.    The analysis gives examples of 
the effects obtainable in terms of the D,   E and F layers. 

As is known,  raising the electron temperature in a plasma may result 
in a drop in electron density N owing to ejection of plasma from the heated region, 
or alternatively N may increase owing to an upset of the ion recombination balance. 
In the first case N is established over a time ti3~r0/Di, where r0 is the distance 
over which the excitation wave amplitu le changes significantly [sic],  and Dj is 
the ion diffusion coefficient.    In the second case,  N is determined by the lifetime 
of a free electron, te--( or' Nn)"   ,  where a'  is the effective coefficient of electron 
recombination and N0 s original unexcited density. 

Therefore, for tQ< te the plasma ejection process is dominant,  e. g. 
for the upper portion of the F-layer, wh*""« 

V V|i   !   {K{t) //' ) | ', (1) 

in which E -  ampJl^ude of the excitation wave and Ep = plasma field,  as defined 
by Gurevichfl],     Jonversely,  when te < tß the recombination process dominates, 
as in the lower I mosphere where 

V Vfl   1   (7'(r) //•;„) ■1".. (2) 

Using standard parameters for the F-layer and assuming r0 < 300 km, 
Alimov shows that   Eq,   (1)   applies;   for the E-layer at r0> 0. 1«-1 km,  Eq.   (2) 
would apply.    In the latter case it must be emphasized that (2) is valid only for 
a concrete relation of o' to electron temperature Te,    This applies in the E-layer, 
but at present it is not possible to assert a definite a' (Te) for the D-layer. 

I A brief consideration of the effect of ionospheric drift on excitation 
lifetime shows that drift effect is negligible on the steady-state component of the 
excited region,   providing the excitation rate is sufficiently larger than normal 

I decay.    This is the case,   for example,   in the E- and F-lnyers for r0 > 7 km. 



fvvr (W.iil [I  i   (A'(c) ,'/■,,) i]1 , 

and in the F-layer will decrease by 

The turbidity of the excited region is then sho 
where turbidity factor a is given by 

(3) 

(4'/ 

wn to be a function of r-f field, 

f\|i (5) 

r-f through the l^   ^^Tä^ °' 
graphical solutions from (3)    M) and^S^    ^    i      .ul' L thor 0btain8 

turbidity.    These are giveVi'n^ g    1   ^ ttTaVdi'l?:* ^ aPPlied ^ ** 
and .how the considerable effect of incident rf" fteldrT" re8pectively' incident r-f field.    This appears particularly 

c 
HI 

a.' 

ii,.•> 

ii..< 

8,1 

! 

1 t'o    III 
■v /'..■■ 

<• si - fill 

/ * ill,. 

(a) (b) 

Fig.   1.    Turbidity factor variation with 
applied field for E-layer (a) and F-layer (b). 

significant for the F-layer.   since there the turbidity effect is .h«* 
sufficient transmitted power,  tending to nuUify the^^rba^ce8 efLt. 
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Geosi iences 

A. Abstracts 

Lukk,   A.   A.    Seismic-wave alteniidtmn in the focal 
region of deep-seated Pamir-Hi ndu Kush earthquakes. 
IN:   AN SSSR.    Institut fiziki Zemll.    Eksperimental'naya 
seysmoloj^iya   (Experimental ^ eismology).    Mo  kva, 
Izd-vo Nauka,   1971,  87-97. 

It is hypothesized that the elastic properties of the medium within 
the hypocentral region of Hindu Kush earthquakes differ from those within 
the surrounding region. 

The attenuation of the maximum amplitude of compressional and 
shear waves for both regions has been studied. 

Observational data on 200 deep focus Hindu Kush earthquakes 
(energy class K- 10-15,   recorded in 1965-1966 by 25 seismograph 
stations) were analyzed.    Six of the 25 stations were  located in the 
epicentral region,   and   recordings were made with a standard system 
consisting of an SKM-3 seismograph having a natural oscillation period 
of 1. 5  - 2.0 sec and a GB-IV galvanometer with a natural frequency of 
5-7 Hz.     The pass band of the system corresponds to the period range 
0. 05 -  1 and 5 - 20 sec,   with average magnification of 40-50000. 

Amplitude distance curves   (maximum amplitude and epicentral 
distance) for seven groups of earthquakes with focal depths H = 50, 
70 - 90,   100 -  120,   130 -  160,   170 -  180,   200 - 220,   230 - 270 km were 
derived.    A large dispersion of amplitudes (0. 7-0. 8)in the epicentral 
distance   ranges was found.    The amplitude distance curves consist of 
two branches   (one lower and steeper for short distances and another 
for long epicentral distances) which correspond to hypocentral and 
surrounding regions.    This characteristic was explained as being due 
to considerably stronger attenuation of seismic waves in the hypocentral 
rather than in the surrounding regions.     In order to verify this con- 
clusion,  the amplitude distance curves for seismic waves recorded by 
three seismograph stations located in the epicentral region were con- 
structed.    The average curves obtained are very similar to the first 
branch of the original amplitude distance curves. 
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Variation of the spectra of elastic oscillations with epicentral 
distance and depth of source have been considered in order to rtudy the 
effect of high absorption of seismic energy in the hypocentral region. 
It was found that the high frequency components disappear proportionally 
with the wave propagation path through the hypocentral region and the 
deepening of the source. 

Another verification of the hypothesis was provided by the analysis 
of data on 20 distant earthquakes with different epicentral azimuths 
(the Alaska,   Japan,   Indonesia,   MediterraneanSea epicentral regions), 
and all earthquakes were normalized by energy. 

It is concluded that the Pamir-Hindu Kush hypocentral regi( n 
creates a "shadow" effect.    If the seismic wave propagation path crosses 
the hypocentral region,  a decrease in its amplitude by a factor of 2. 5 
occurs. 

An evaluation of the magnitude of attenuation of maximum ampli- 
tude of elastic oscillations in hypocentral regions has been made.    This 
attenuation is expressed in the form A = Aolrg/r)'1 ,  where A is the ampli- 
tude of dislocation of hypocentral distance r,   AQ is the amplitude of dis- 
location at the boundary of the focus,   n' is the attenuation factor.    The 
dependence of factor n' on focal depth as well as epicentral distance 
was evaluated.    It was found that n1 varies with depth,   reaching its 
maximum at 80-150 km,  where n'     = 2. 9 ^ 0. I    and n's  - 2. 6    - 0. 2 
and its minimum at depths exceeding 150 km,  where n'    = 2. 2    - 0. 1 and 
n'g   - 1. 7 t 0. 1.    It is noted that n'g   does not vary with epicentral 
distances,   i. e. ,   n's = 2. 9 t 0. 2,  while n'p = 3. 2 t o. 2 for a 50-80 km 
source depth and n1    ^ 3, 6 - 0. 2 for a 150-250 km s ource depth across 
a hypocentral region. 

Separate «valuation of attenuation due to absorption of seismic 
energy has been accomplished from ihe formula A = Agfro/r)  e       . 
where   «   is the absorption coefficient.    Assuming n   -  1,   it was found 
that in the interval 50-250 km,   the attenuation coefficients for compressional 
and shear waves are    a   « 0. 010 ^ 0. 002 km'1 and    os»   0. 0060 - 0. 0005 km 
It is suggested that ihe effect of anomalous attenuation of elastic waves in 
the hypocentral region of deep earthquakes could be characteristic of a 
region of high seismicity in the Earth's crust and upper mantle,   and that 
thii effect could be one of the criteria lor correlating the seismicity of 
different regions. 
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An analysis of the characteristics ot  the radiation pattern 
(see Fig. 2 ) v/as performed by comparing it with a point source pattern 
It lS shown that the source yielding the best agreement with model results 
is a superposition of a double dipole without moment and a concentrat-d 
(point) force. 

t \ 
Steel /. ■     / \ 

Plexi- 
glass     ,        s    f 

i,f ■- ISO' 

Fig.  Z.     Radiation patterns for P and S 
waves in the faulting of steel (a) and 
plexiglass (b) blocks along contacts  10 
and 40 mm long. 

The dependence of the radiation of the above-mentioned source on azimuth 
can be expressed in the form A„      sin 2o      +  n    sin (o + (8 ) and A    a cos 

he? atios of maximum 2o   + n    cos (a +/S ),   where n     lind n      are t 
amplitudes of radiation of P Pand S   waves from different simple sources. 
From the experimental data it was found that n    ~n   ,  with n ranging 
from 0. 05 to 0. 53. P        s 

The faulting mm h.miHin lor blocks along the frailure is analyzed 
and llu; propagation vetociliel of the lirsl  motion alo.v   'ho fracture and 
the magnitude of tola! dislocation arc evaluated. 
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The ratio    of seisnm,-wave energy and energy released at the 
focus has been calculated.    It wab found that the P and S wave energy 
amounts approximately to 0. 12% of the total energy in the focu«, 
released by the rupture and displacement ol the block. 

Sedova,   Ye.    N.    Study of discontinuities  in the 
crust and upper mantle,   based on the dynamic 
characteristics of distant earthquake's^ 
IN:    AN SSSR~     Institut fiziki Zemli.     Kkspen- 
mentalWya seysmologiya   (Experimental 
seismology).     Moskva,   Izrl - vu Nauka,   1971, 
97-107. 

Discontinuities  in the Earth's crust and upper mantle beneath 
northern Tien Shan have been located using the dynamic characteristics 
of seismic waves generated by distant earthquakes.     These discontinui- 
ties are defined as zones of anomalous attenuation of seismic wave 
energy having a shadow effect on seismic waves arriving from certain 
azimuthal directions. 

Observational data on H9 distant earthquakes (M ^ ^ 75,   epi- 
central distances    A  = S000 -  10,000 km,   normal focal depths) 
recorded by northern Tien Shan seisir.ographic stations from 1962 
to 1966 have been analyzed.    A compusite ampli'ude/epicentral 
azimuth curve A(^)     which is characteristic for the entire region 
was constructed.    Individual amplitude/azimuth curves were construc- 
ted for each station from observed maximum amplitudes normalized 
by average earthquake magnitude m      6.7 and epiientral distance 
6500 km and local conditions at the station. 

Each individual curve was compared with the average and zones 
of   anomalous attenuation of seismic energy were identified.    On the 
basis of the geometry of seismic  rays,   discontinuities were identified 
in the 20--200 km depth range.    This was based on the following 
assumptions:   discontinuities no smaller than the central Fresnel 
zone,   located on the path of seismic   rays,   affect them the most; the 
velocity of compress ional waves  in the 50 km thick crust is 6.0 m/sec, 
in the upper mantle,   8.0 km/sec; angles of emergence are 23° and 28° 
at the observation station and the M discontinuity,   respectively.     The 
discontinuities are determined in terms of minimum cross   section 
at different depths (b0,    100,   200 km) for each observation station. 

Sections along four profiles with delineated discontinuities are 
shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig.   I.     Vertical sections through regions of 
anomalous attenuation. 

A - Stations; B -high attenuation; C - low attenuation 
1 - Boamskoye Fass; Z - Kurmenty; 3 - Orto-Merke; 
4 - Chilik; 5 - Charyn; 6  - Fabrirhnaya; 7 - Talgar; 
8 - "E"   (sic  - unspecified station,    probably Narynkol); 
9 - lii;  10 - Rybach'ye.    Roman numeral« indicate 
individual profiles. 

Zones at low and high absorption were compared with macro- 
seismic data on the  1H8 7 Vernen,   the  1911 Kemin,     and the 1889 
Chilik earthquakes.     It was found thai pleiftoteisti for the three earth- 
quakes coincide with the deduced zones oi  low attenuation.    II was con- 
cluded that regions of anomalous attenuation in the Farth's , rust and 
upper mantle extend up to the diurnal surfi'ce. 

The above results were compared with the results of the study of 
nearby earthquakes    (Antomwa  L.   V.    Study of the field of dynamic charac- 
teristics of ground motion.    Fksperimental'naya scysmologiya,   19/1, 
107-112) in the same region.    It was found that the results obtained 
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from the distant earthquake study are confirmed by the results of the 
study of nearby earthquakes.    It is concluded that pos-nbiliües exist for 
the detection ol zones of anomalous attenuation of seLsnuc waves,   based 
on the amplitude characteristics of distant earthquakes. 

Antonova,   L.   V.    Study of the field of the dynamic 
characteristics of ground motion.    IN:   ANSSSR. 
Institut fiziki Zemli.    Kkspenmental'naya seys-* 
mologiya    (Experimental seismology),Moskva. 
Izd-vo Nauka,   1971,   107-11^. 

It has been assumed that the dynamic characteristics of seismic 
waves can be a criterion for determining inhomogeneit.es of the Earth's 
crust and upper mantle.    The dynamic characterist.es of compress.onal 
^g   and .ihear Lg waves generated in the Earth's crust and compressional 
Fn and shear Sn   waves generated in the upper mantle have been consid- 
ered.    In the study,   40 seismograms of nearby earthquakes (K = 9   7-14 
encentral distances Z50 -  1000 km)  recorded a.  12 seismograph stations' 
located in the northern Tien Shan region are analyzed,   and the foci of 
the earthquakes were in the crust in northern Tien Shan and its adjacent 
regions. 

Amplitude distance curves for individual seismograph stations 
previously normalized by energy level   (reduced to K  =  11),  were used 
for constructing composite curves lor P    ,   L, Pn,    Sn waves corres- 
ponding to the entire northern Tien Shan region.     In the same manner 
amplitude distance curves corresponding to the southwestern,   southern, 
northeastern,  north-northe«tern and northern groups of earthquake foci 
have been constructed and analyzed.     The deviation in amplitude between 
the individual and average values (1. 0  -  1. S,   0. S,   0. 2 for P      p      and S 
waves,   respectively),   obviously associated with structural features of     n 

the Earth's crust and upper mantle,    has   been noted.     It was found that, 
lor the northern Tien Shan region,   dynamic characteristics are influenced 
mainly by the relief ol the Mohorovicu   discontinuity and upper mantle 
structure,   rather than by crustal structure. 

In order to study struc ural features of the medium near the 
seismognphic station,   the fio d of dynamic characteristics was ana^zed. 
It was found to be inhomogeneous for ail seismic waves.     It is concluded 

I 
I that the possibilities of using dynamic characteristics for the study'of 

structural inhomogeneities of the Earths crust and upper mantle is 

I 
I 

justified. 

4 
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Artem'yev,   M.     Ye.     The reUtionsh.p of the dis- 
ruption uf Lsostali.- equilibrium to seismu-ity^    "" 

IN:   AN SSSR.    Institut flaiki Zemli.   Eksperi- 
mental 'naya seysmologiya (Experimental seismol- 
ogy).    Moskva,   Izd-vo Nauka.   1971.   322-3J3. 

of tn. /i haS  r66" ShUWn that 1SOStat1^ equüibrlum.   after discontinuance 
of tne action of causitive forces.   I« reestablished almost instantly in a 
geologic time scale      Thus,   the numerous disturbances of .sos.at c 

fo'r   Is IT       9erVed ^ ,he L,arth'S "'*"• ^ -ld— Ot the stron, 

of .r.v r   r"' 7 retent "meS ln lhe i'"r,h'S  inter,ür-     Th« relafonsh.p 
of ,rav tat^nal isostatu- anomahes nnd .•i.micity is discussed,   and 

LfUcJrl Tf^™" ^ l,0,UtlC ^""^rlum are an indicator 
o     ecton c activity.     There exist    some umform.ties  in the distribution 
of ISOSUtic anomahes and the distribution of earthquake foci.    It 1S 

suggested that data on isostasy can be used as a criterion in the 
determination of earthquake origin,   as well as in seismotectonic 
zoning, 

Pavlov,   V.   D.     Dynamics of ground motion on the slopes 
üf arflnynn-    IN:   AN SSSR.    Institut fiz.ki Zeml..    Eksperi- 
Tiental 'naya seysmologiya   (Experimental seismology). 
Moskva.   Izd-vo Nauka.   1971,   118-125. 

The dynamic character.st u s of ground motion from nearby 

a'nl    zed      ThrCl t'XP,ÜSlüMH "^^ "1 th- ""f* **" -n on ha've oeen 
analyzed.    Three components ol motion were measured at points 1 n ated 
on    he canyon bottom and at vanous he.ghts on its slopes.     1, Was found 
that morion amphtudes   observed on .he slope increase  relative to the 
amplitudes at the bottom by a factor  1. S  -  3,   with the amplitude   nrease 
becom.ng more pronounced as tin. height „.creases.     The magnitude oi 
the amplitude u.crease vanes with .he d.rection of the s.iamfc ray 

-r.val.    A frequen.y resonance occurs a. 2. 5 llz for .he motion component 
ransverse to tHe slope and at ,. 7 and 5. 0 H. for the C^^T^G 

to   he slopes.     A distortion in the motions of the .wo slopes,   .ncreas n 
with t.me    was found.     Relative motions of the two slope's eicceed "r' 
motion in the incident wave by a factor of 2. 5, 
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Sä K; K- ?rlor,evÄ'R-p- ***** -h—- 
^^^i^i^.    IN:    ANMSR.   iSimur/lIüci zimli 
mologjr).    Moskva,   Izd-voNauka,   1971,   152-163 

i»«m. of the main shock of 28 March 1964 an i a   ' r t        ^ Ml,f0" 
per.od 28 March -   30 April   19.-4 J aftershocks over the 

SKM a.celerometer (T  «  12. 5) and s.x c hannels  in th. 0   '»  -     1  " 
frequency range.    In the spectral tune analvs .s    . h 
l. cons.dered as a three dLensiona     un    L    ^     MiÜ^'0"" 
A -- A/To, the oscUlat.on velocU^T .s the";^.^ ;     ' J  he" 

the form of A/T Uolln« on the time/penod   plane,   with t      const 
sect.ons representing .nstantaneous spectra and T      cons    secüons 
represents envelopes of .ndwidual channels. 

In order to evaluate (he bmld-i.p tmu-    roflA/T» / 

for M      5 to 40 - SO .«   „ u      g Ä     »   ^. ,    ^l"**' fr0m '  " 3 S,!c 

•p«"- <...«.. ear,.;,^ v;;.'^;;:,:;:;" *VAh; focal,"wave 

^z:::::^^:^r"''""ü ch"" "-' 

doe9 „„> reath ,ls „_,„ I  -^ TrSi^^^ 

curve, T
e
h-N*,'C,";,a"7 ^'.'VT'   * *""' ****•»** *  con.pari.g 

fron, 0   1 ,„    0   . ,ak";"C" f"r   «      "' <"»•  0. 001,  0. 005,   0. 01 and 
..cm     „ 0  oö/0 So",i:  *       T"'""1"""' S,"!tt,a-    *"•»"«•" leere- V. 002-0.0M wer. obt,,,,,,.,! t«f UM n„.,i„rlly „f earthquake.. 
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Pavlova.   I.   N.    Dynamic charactenstu s of .hP Al..,.fia„ 
earthquake of 4 February [965 and its aftershocks 1 r"o~ 
gcMsmograms recorded by Ireq.^ncy-selccnve seiT^nT" 
sydtems-    IN:   ANSSSR.    Instant fUlkl Zernli.     Kksperi- 
mental 'naya seysmoloj-iya    (Kxpe.imental seismology). 
Moskva,   Izd-vo Nauka,   1971,   163-179. 

Spectral analysis ot the 4 February 196S Aleutian earthquake and 
its aftershocks has been performed.     DkU on earthquakes analyzed 
corresponding to a 650 x 200 km epuentral  r«gioa are «iven in tabular 
form.    SeismoKrams were recorded by three frequency-selective 
seismic systems  - the iVloskva I     and S„. h, stations (in the 0.8-15 sec 
period range) and Moskva-?   (in the 0.25-5 sec range).     The quality 
and wave field of seismograms.   as well as dependence of duration and 
amplitudes of P and S waves on earthquake magnitude,   are discussec. 
Amplitude spectra for P and S waves were obtained in two ways:   by 
observing maximum amplitude of a wave group simuitane0(lsly on ail 

frequency channels   (instantaneous spectra), and by observing amplitudes 
and periods of a wave group (for different phases of P wave also) 
through each   ^-second interval along the individual seismograms. 
Amplitude spectra for surface waves were obta-ned by observing ampli- 
tude and periods in the 17 -  50 mm interval   (rtlative to onset time). 

The following conclusions have been   reached: 

i.      With an increase of earthquake energy,   not only the ampli- 
tudes and periods of P waves increase,   but also the duration of this 
wave group and   (he "arrival time" of maximum phase. 

2. The total recording duration is considerably smaller for 
periods less than 0. 5 sec than for periods exceeding I sec. 

3. Spectral composition of compressional waves  is basically 
determined  by earthquake magnitude and the location of the hypocenter. 

4. Variations of P and S wave amplitudes with magnitude are 
restricted to within about three ordeis of magnitude. 
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5.     S wave spectra have more lüny-per.0fl ,,„ 
compared to P waves.    Per.ods shorter than 3    ec 1^^^ aS 

ct are not reco 

AS/AP .-•,. Xu rct"are ruiaüvt-,y narr^ ^ -i. *.c 
rded. 

g 

7.      The increase of earthquake mamrmv tf«. 
affect the spectra. campo.moi, of'the n.aTn ^Le of Zu^:^ 

Tre«ub.   F.  S.    Analysis of seism.. „.^ field    an . 

velocxty model ^JS^HHESSagT^^I^-' 
Instuut f^^. Zemli.    EksJ^^^ ^*N SSbR- 
(Exper.mental seismoloKy,      M^kvi    ^    aeySniolüg'ya 
1971,  217-239. Moskva.   IZd-vo    N»ukm, 

In order to study the seism.c  wave field    > ..     . 
seismograms obtained by deeo mmimnxi* Z '    ** number of 

Profües.   on land as wel/at se'a    h       ' .rfr      g ^ **** ™'^ 
profUes.   the wave groups .dent'f.ed   he r ^^ Z^^f'    Aü DSS 

The causes of contrad.cUons between^:    e^ ^^ "^ ***f*. 
study obtamed by DSS and ■•i.mologlcml methoH«       thj

e.crustaI structure 
the basis of the wave field analyse    a h   ' ^h ?      f" d,SCUSSed.    On 

the Earth-s crust I. proposed, ^t Ja     ^Z^tr'Tl ^ 0f 

between observational data of DSU and 1 . nly dlscrepancy 

character of the f.rst arr.vais.    T^   "n'r    ^Z^1 ^^ i8 in   the 
- the dynam.c range of sources .£ gro^d m^^ ^ diff™s 
results are,   however,   due to rather H.ff       ,\0tlün-    Some contradictory 

pretaüon of observat.onal Zl    vl^ZTl IfTf" ^ the 'nter- 
followin« results and conclusions lyS1S has yieldetJ ^e 

1.      Continuously refractetJ  I,u mtmumm   i 

a. d.stances of 80-,00 km and are no,  rVco^d   Th!' ^'"'^ ^ ,nlenSity 

to a shadow «one caused by a low-velocUv iV . eXPlain«d as due 
crust.    If the PO wave group I    ". v 1° / , ul ^ W:th,

i
n ^ —l^ated 

apparent veloc.ties slowly Lrease hH ,"d,V,d,,al W"Ves'   ^eir 
d.stances and a long .nter'val of im^Jr^c.^Z ^J^ at »»«•« 
waves occurs. mcricrcnce between P" and p;: group 
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2. Waves of the P^ and P^   groups are reflected and reflected/ 
continuously refracted.    If the existence of a waveguide is assumed,   then 
P-j    group waves can be assumed as reflected from the uppermost part 
of the waveguide and P-2   reflected from the axis of the waveguide. 
Waves of the P^   group change from reflected to reflected/continuously 
refracted as the distance increases,   with the apparent velocity gradually 
increasing up to 6. 8 - 7.0 km/sec. This indicates that the transition 
from the waveguide to the bottom of the crust is a thin  layer,   i. e. ,   the 
velocity gradient is relatively high at that depth interval. 

3. The Mohorovicic discontinuity is a transition layer with a 
thickness comparable to the wave length,   thus explaining the attenuation 
characteristics of the P      wave group. 

a.      Average velocity in the crust is 6. 0 - 6.2 km/sec,  whicji 
implies the existence of a thin layer with a sharply increased velocity 
gradient below the   waveguide axis. 

A velocity model fur the continental Earth's crust as shown in 
Figure 1 is proposed. 

2; sec 

pM. 
^ refr. 

SO     100    ISS   2üdA,Vm 

fig. 1. Proposed mean velocity model of 
the continental crust and therA?tical time- 
distance curves for principal wave groups. 
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Ponomarev,   V.  S.    Elastic   energy of rocks and seis- 
mlcitjr.    IN:   ANSSSR.    Institut fiziki 7   .nli.    EkspTri- 
mental 'naya seysmologiya   (Experimental seismology). 
Moskva,  Izd-vo Nauka,   1971,   75-87. 

It is proposed that hydrostatic compression plays an important 
role in the accumulation of potential elastic-deformation energy in 
crustal material, which may be released by seismic activity.    The 
equihbrium field of elastic energy in rocks,  and its disruption due 
to hydrostatic unloading,  arc discussed.    In the process of denudation 
of terra a.  which is regarded as hydrostatic unloading of rocks 
redistribution of stresses I. non-elastic.       As a result of inhomogeneities 
of rock microstructure,   the equilibrium of the internal stresses is 
unstable; therefore,   relatively insionificant changes in loads may cause 
rupture (fracture occurring in the process of denudation,   cleavage in 
mining).    Similar phenomena occur to a limited extent within rock 
affected by an external system of forces causing a fracture.    In 
addition to the energy released due to external forces,   part of the energy 
of hydrostatic compression is also released,  and a local minimum of     " 
energy occurs.    The redistribution of stresses in the proximity of the 
fracture is non-elastic.    In the case of differentiated dislocation of rock 
blocks   (formation of mountains),   significant difference of stresses 
occurs in the contact zone and equilibrium is disrupted.    As a result 
the total force proportional to the dislocation exceeds the shear and 
tensile strengths of the materials.    Unloading of rocks as a boundary 
process is discussed and characteristics of a boundary zone have been 
analyzed.     The seismic process is discussed from the viewpoint that it 
originates as a  consequence of disturbance of the equilibriu n field of 
elastic energy due to hydrostatic unloading.    From this view point 
explanations are given for deformation characteristics in an earthquake 
focus,   the differing seismicity of regions with similar tectonic activity 
and the coincidence of global epicentral zones with stress zones. 

Aptikaev,   F.   F.    Determination of the energy of seismic 
sources-    INs     ANSSSR.    Institut fiziki Zemli,,    Eksperi- 
mental 'naya seysmologiya   (Experimental seismology). 
Moskva,  Izd-vo Nauka,   1971,   59-65. 

The structure of seismic sources is investigated and a new scale 
for the energy classification of earthquakes is proposed.    A seismic 
source model consisting of the focus    (as defined by Gurevich et al) 
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and surrounding zones within which the cruslal  material undergoes 
deformation under high dynamic stresses has been developed.    The term 
radiator   (emitter) is used for a zone within which the elastic moduli are 
changed.    The seismic energy of the source £} .   is defined as the en-rgy 
flux through the surface of   radiator.    The boundaries between .ones of 
source are determined in the terms of a change of characteristics of 
attenuation and apparent period of motion with distance as observed on 
the seismograms of nearby   explosions.   Graphs showing energy attenu- 
ation vs distance and apparent period of oscillations vs distance,   as 
obtained from explosions,   are given in the article.      Two boundaries 
between zones surrounding the seismic source are identified-   The 
radiator boundary Rj,   and another one at R    =   6Rr.      Three zones 
separating the focus and the determined   boundaries are designated as- 
the inner zone enclosed between the focus and radiator boundary the 
intermediate zone enclosed between the radiator and the R      boundary; 
and the outer zone.    The relation R - E0" 4     is obtained.    S seismic 
source model based on a circular dislocation model of the focal 
mechanism is described in the text,   and a correlation between seismic 
energy Ej   and energy class K   (scale used by the USSR Comprehensive 
beismic Expedition) is given in    the form of a table, 

Gal'perina,  R.   M.    Some results of a study of converted 
transmitted waves,   using the vertical seismic profiling 
method.    IN:   AN SSSR.    Institut fiziki iemli.    Eksperi- 
mental 'naya seysmologiya   (Experimental seismology). 
Moskva,   Izd-vo Nauka,   1971,   239-254. 

Necessary conditions have been studied surrounding the generation 
of converted transmitted waves at interfaces within the upper   part of the 
Earth s crust and their recording,   separation,   and identification at the 
diurnal surface.    The purpose is to evaluate the reliability of the seismic 
prospecting and seismological research methods based on the use of con- 
verted transmitted waves.    Seismograms obtained by the vertical seismic 
profiling method for a section up to 1400 m in depth and shot points at 
0 - 30 km,   as well as seismograms recorded by three component system 
on the diurnal surface in the same locality,   have been analyzed.    It was 
found that: 7 

1)      Separation and tracing of i onvc-rled transmitted   waves are 
dependent upon the structure ot  the upper part of the secl.on near both 
the source and the detector. 
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2) Intense converted transmitted waves are generated at 
sharp interfaces in the upper part of the section at depths not exceeding 

3) The criteria lor correlation of P and    S waves cannot be 
used confidently for the determination of the nature of converted waves. 

On the basis of the results of a study of converted waves generated 
at interfaces up to 300 m deep,   some assumptions on conditions of their 
generation at deep interfaces have been made.    The maximum conversion 
coefficient for the Mohorovicic  and Conrad discontinuities are estimated 
to be 0.2.    Converted waves generated at shallow interfaces with conver- 
sion coefficients exceeding 0. 3 - 0. 5 have been reliably recorded    so 
that the probability for the generation of very intensive waves at deep 
interfaces is very low.    These conclusions are verified by theoretical 
calculations.    Thus,   the reliability of methods for the study of deep 
crustal structure based on converted waves has been questioned. 

Momaklov.   F.   N.    On (he organisation of jMÜmak* 
Prodiction rap^ayrh,    iN:   AN SSSR.    Institut fiziki 
Zemli.    Eksperimental 'naya seysmologiya 
(Experimental seismology).    Moskva,  Izd-vo Nauka 
1971,  407-415. 

Experiences of Soviet and non-Soviet scientists in the study of 
possible effects preceding strong earthquakes have been reviewed,   their 
prospects in earthquake prediction discussed,   and the following con- 
clusions made:   The most prospective precursors of strong earthquakes 
are deformation and tilting of the Earth's crust,   observed on its surface 
and variation of the main geomagnetic field.    Encouraging indicators are 
geoacoustic noise,   changes in the ground water constituents and,  perhaps 
microforeshocks.    All research efforts at this moment should be concen-' 
trated on these effects.    Observations should be made in cpicentral zones 
and immediately after a strong earthquake. 
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Drobyshev.   Yu    P       [    P    i    u   J „   ■ ,      •    IU-   ^-f   J-   i.   Lebcdeva.    Analysis of 
seiSmoloRlCal data by mathodg g| cla.sif.catmn . 
IM.    AM cec^      ; ~—; ^0 "i <-iabbuication theory. 
N.   ANSSSR.    Institut liziki Zemh.    Eksperimental 

^naya seysmologiya (Experimental seiSnJlo,y" 
Moskva,  Izd-voNauka,   1971,   403-407. 

quake ptTZ^X^lLlTn. ^r1' TtlT*[ meth0d' " —'- 
region.    The problem of earthaual e

)
arthC1Uake Cfttal°8 ^r the Germ 

classification problem    w"h   he t' PredlCtl0n has been reH-ded as a 
Penod T considered Ts' cha"^^"'^ "' ^ *^**' '" — 
Period.    The F and G class of ' s It^' ar '   i  f!    T      Btate fhiring ^ 
the period preceding a s.ron Tu       . Juried as corresponding to 

strong e^^i::^:::^:^0 Tod Tr which a 

duced to comparing observed cur;e„ t    m " Jute'To F^1:" " re- 
usxng some criteria,   and thus deter.mnm,   u c  a   s ,     ! n      ?"** 
problems of claasification are discussed: following 

1)      Selecting the description   of the state of m r ui nit, htate ot the seismic regime, 

- --L^^itcr-;^::::r:;-1^r,hq-kes c- 
3) Selecting of characteristics of state which are to be compared. 

4) Determining G class of stale. 

5) Selecting classification criteria. 

Five calculations of the F class nf ..-,. 

selected strong earthquakes out of 25    have ^a   "^ ^^^ 
of states was determined in two l\ T? maCl0'    The G tlass 

are shown In two tables      n ZsZT      .    T reSUltS 0£ the ^-^tions 

of events,  weak «hocks d.   c^pr^m':   T " SPit
i
e ^ the Smal1 ^^ 

related to the latter    and that tL n    tf  8 * earthquakes are poorly 

be solved by   asi^n^^^L^s!' ^^^ ^^ ^ 
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Simbireva,   1.   G.    Focal mechanism uf weak earthquakes 
in the Naryn River basin.    IN:   AN SSSR.    Institut fiziki 
Zemli.    Eksperimental 'naya seysmologiya (Experimental 
seismology).    Moskva,   Izd-vo Nauka,   1971,   360-375, 

The focal mechanism of weak earthquakes in the Naryn River 
basin has been determinad using Vvedenskaya's dislocalion model. 
The distribution of   dislocation vectors i/i two possible fault planes 
and stress axes in the foci of weak earthquakes has been analyzed,   as 
well as its relationship to strong earthquakes   occurring in the same 
region.    Observational data on 286 earthquakes with energy class K  - 
7 - 10 in 1965 - 1967 have been used.    Determination of two possible 
fault planes with their dislocation sign are shown in the torm of tables 
and maps.    The fault planes in the region are characterized by dip angles 
of 45    - 65°   and uniformly distributed dip azimuths.     The zones uf sub- 
sidence are identified with respect to the hanging  wall    of two possible 
fault planes. 

Determinations of the orientation of compressive,   tensile and 
intermediate stresses are summarized in the form of tables,   maps,   and 
azinuthal histograms.    It was found that within zones having the same 
motion sign,   the system of stresses is fairly uniform and differs Irom 
that within zones of opposite sign.    An investigation of the    variation 
with time(l. 5-2 months prior to and after  a strong earthquake) of the 
orientation of the principal stresses in the foci of weak earthquakes and 
its relation to stress orientation in the foci of strong earthquakes has 
been accomplished.    The following conclusions are made: 

1) There exists a definite regularity in the orientation of 
principal stress axes and in the characteristics of the distribution of dis- 
locations in the fault, planes of weak earthquakes. 

2) Zones and blocks of uplifting and downwarping with respect to 
the hanging wall    of faults are identified.    A different orientation of 
stres , axes corresponds to these zones. 

3) Strong earthquakes are  confined to the boundaries between 
these zone«,   and it ig  supposed that these sections are,   seismically,   the 
most dangerous. 
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4)      A chang« ol stress axis orientation prior to strong earth- 
quake is verified.    New orientation occurring 1.5-2 month« prior to a 
■trong earthquake coincides with stress axis orientation in the focus of 
the latter.    It is su^ested that the change in orientation can sen 
a precursor of a forthcoming strong earthquake. 

■ve as 
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4.    Particle Reams 

A.    Abstracts 

Malkin,  O.   A. ,  and A.   V.   Pyshnov.    Current and 
initial pressure dependence of the parameters of a 
high-intensity pulsed discharge.    TVT,   no    5    1971 
884-889. ' •     . 

Measurements are described of a quasistationary dense plasma 
created by a rectangular pulsed electric discharge in nitrogen at initial pressure 
PO«   1-50 torr and current density--  l-6ka/cm2.     The experiment was under- 
taken to develop a technique of producing such a plasma with controlled parameter« 
The l"1^"^ **»"**•*• Oi thousands of degrees and near-atmospheric pressure 
The plasma was studied in connection with the development of equipment such as 
MHD generators    and hxgh-power pulsed light sources for laser pumping.    Plasma 
in a state of local thermodynamic equilibrium resulting from a high-intensity 
rectangular pulsed discharge acts as a particularly effective light source. 
Cylindrical 19 x 160 and 30 x 190 mm quartz tubes were used for discharge 
formation in a gas flow across a gap between aluminum end electrodes with 
cent.ally-positioned 5 mm dia apertures.    Only axisymmetric discharge was 
sudied.   under conditions described earlier by the authors Tsb.   Teplofizich.   .voy.tv 
nizkotemperaturnoy plazmy.   1970.   156;   ZhPS.  v.   14,   1971,  198;    TVT    1971    633 
Up to UO^ec length pulses were used.    The current intensity of a 60^    pul'se    " 
fluctuated within 0. 5 -  15%.  and pulse rise time varied within 10-1 5^.    The 
pulse trailing edge increased from 4^sec at lower currents to about    5^.« for 
currents above 24 ka. yn-acc «ur 

By use of high-speed photography and oscilloscope recordings of 
current and potential across the electrodes,  duration of the quasistationary phas- 
of discharge was determined in a first approximation as the difference (t    - U) 
between the onset of vaporization of tube material and formation of a discharge 
channel      A typical high-speed photograph of a discharge shows that tv - tf decreases 
with an increase in J,  because of quartz vaporization.    Quartz vapors^n / 19 mm 
dla, tube propagate toward the tube axis at 90-140 m/sec when p0 =  1-10 torr    and 
up to 500 m/sec when p        0. 1 torr.     The plots in Fig.   1  reveaUhat tf incre   s 

with an   ncrease in p0 and a decrease in J;   at equal average J,   tf also increa- 

Tor aua^rrn ^       ^r "r"**'    ^^ ^^ ^ ™* substitute" lor quartz tubes in preliminary experiments. 

mm 
an( 
?es 

iases 
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dia^V      V r^ lf VerSU8 Po' J'  anfi tube dameter:   1.2.3 . ^ vsrflus j for a 19 

at P0 of n:trogen equal to 0. 1.   1.  and 10 mm 

Hg.   respectively;   4, 5. 6 . tf versus j for a 
^d.a.atOl     1.  andi0mmHg>

J a 

H^reVec^ 1^ a 30 ^ ^ - 1 ^ ^ - 

Elect-on density N0  :  (0   1-94 v lnl7        -3 
Plasma with 1-2% of trace H,  uslna Ha and H« .    T   , .T*' measured in ""rogen 
spectra were recorded by a rotoln» dUc .«of   "t     ^ ,ine8-    Di8ch"ge phase 

»I'lfltM-* 

H Jc.ia/cr 

FiR.   2.     Stationary N„ M   2   4   ^\ *„A * 
T HV v«—»    T     •       . e ,,':'4'b) arifi temperature 
I   (3) versus Jc,    in nitrogen discharge;    13      „    - 

indicates measurements in 

1 

a 30 mm dia.tube). 
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Plasma temperature T at p0 - 1 torr was calculated from 
experimental electrical conductivity <T values at different jc (Fig,   3).    Comparison 
of the T versus jc plots (Fig.   3) with an earlier T      36,000oK value at p    - 1 torr 
and jc ^ 2. S ka/cm2 shows that T near the discharge axis was underestimated by 
7, 000oK.    This was due to a predicted underestimation of the mean ionic charge 
Z value which enters into the calculation of T.    The calculated maximum T was 

ft     /. xa 

Fig,   3.    Glow diameter Dc of discuarge 
channel in nitrogen (1,2),   plasma electroconductivity 
ff(3,4) and electric field intensity E (5,6) in the 
plasma versus current and pressure.    For tube of 
19 mm dia, the curves 2, 3,6 and 1, 4, 5 are plotted 
for pn -  1 and  10 mm Hg,   respectively. 

56,000oK (Fig.   2).     Temperature estimates from axisymmetric wave velocity, 
at jc --  1.7 - 5 ka/cm2,  were~40, 000nK at p0 =  1 torr,  and 30,000 to 42,000oK 
at p0 ~  10 torr.    Plasma power density in the 7 to 230 kW/cm3 range was calculated 
from a and E values. 
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Kotenko.   V.  G. ,  and Yu.   A.   Litvinenko.    Generation 
of strong pulsed magnetic fields j     solenoids of 
bimetallic wires.    ZhTF,  no.   1,   1972,   185-186. 

The possibility of producing a strong pulsed magnetic field in 
solenoids ha» been investigated by using reinforced bimetallic wire as the 
winding material.    One bimetal component forms a highly electrically conductive 
part, with the other being highly rigid,  thus forming a reinforced winding. 
Experience in using such a winding is outlined.    The main design problem is to 
transfer electrodynamic stress produced in the conducting element to the more 
rigid part.    The degree of loading of the rigid part depends on the construction 
and the bonding characteristics between the two component metals.    Theoretical 
relationships are derived for determining the amplitude of magnetic field 
corresponding to the stability limit,  and for the tolerable pulse duration of the 
magnetic field.    Computed relationships are reduced to the calculations of a 
nonreinforced ordinary solenoid,   i.e. ,   using only the current-carrying part of 
the bimetal,   so that the basic principle can be applied to any type of reinforcing 
element.    Fig.   1 shows the form of characteristic curves for the relationships 
obtained. r 

fi!  Tf.l 

i 

Fig.   1.    Design limits of bimetal winding. 
Hl,2 " «magnetic field corresponding to the 
stability limit of the reinforced solenoid; 
Hi - magnetic field corresponding to the yield 
point of ordinary nonreinforced solenoid; 
x = S2/Sl.  where S?  - cross-sectional area of 
rigid metal and Sj  - cross-sectional area of 
conducting metal;   r j   2 - pulse duration of 
magnetic field II1(2 and tj  . pUise duration of 
magnetic field Hj ' 

Xl,2       *i 
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/       .... ExPeriment8 were conducted with a NbZrTi (main) * coDoer 

respectively.    At x = 1,  the magnetic field can be increased bv 2   3 times    »hilj 

^1™""?," de.C/!a8e' by 20 ,ime8-    R"u"' of "P"imerJ u In, U^d 
nitrogen and hquid helium along „ith the calculated results are tabuL.ed (Table 1) 
The eXperl„    lal „, are ,„ good ment caIculaled „„„ '„.l- 
..he appUcabthty of bimetallic „ires for winding materia.s of a reinforced' soleZ 

Remarks 

[Thermal 
destruction of 
wires. 

Table 1. 
*   cooling of solenoids lower than liquid hydrogen 

is not considered. 
**   voltage oi condenser battery - 4 kv. 

From the experimental and calculated results,   it may be deduced that use of 
alurmnum as one and steel,  tungsten, etc. as the other constituent of the bimetallic 
Wire -ay make it possible to obtain a relatively long pulse duration of mag"«^ 
.eld on the order of 500-600 koe.    A further selection of optimum sole^id 

forms may Increase the magnetic field by an additional 1.2-1. 5 times. 
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Kolesnikov,   P.   M. .   N.   S.  Knlesnikova.  ami 
I.  B.   Gavris.    Inductive acceleration of a conductor 
in plasma.    I-FZh,   v.   dl,  no.  6.   1971,   1115-1116. 

A brief analysis is given of transient e-m processes which occur 
durxng acceleration of an inductively.coup,ed plasma.    The anaTy i^al mode! 
assumed a fxxed inductive ring which generates a field from the maTn cTpac tive 

Eauattonrnri COaXial ^ " * ^^ *"* Which i8 accelerated by   he' dU   harg. 
fr^ which the ttr m0 ^ ^ ""^ eqUati0n8 are ^iven in ^i-enlionless form. 
^flu      i transient acceleration process can be assessed.    Results show 

whiLh rsmtirder^^ ^ ^^ inal VelOCity "^^ ^ick^'  ^t a t-Z 
wh ch a i depen^ent 0n 8everal c^ult parameters.    This is seen in Fig    I 
winch g^es plasma displacement y (T) for six sets of dimensionless plJrnit.r,, 

Fig.   1.    Plasma motion in a ring 
accelerator;   relative units. 

Joü "Thrrmöd^l6 mOVin8 COil ^ 0f the "^ 0rder a8 in the fixed discharge 
Uli; h T« l8 Seen a8 USefUl f0r dealinß with Gratified plasmas where 
layers have different velocities relative to each other. 

Ivanov,   Yu.  S. ,   V. V.   Ryukkert,   G.   V.  Sklizkov, 
and S.   I.   Fedotov.    A sharply-focused source of 
short pulse soft x-radiation.    KSpF,   no.  7,   1971,   34.37. 

nn ,  r   •       ,u
EffortS in Pulsed x-ray technology have recently concentrated 

focal arTag XlZT ^ ^ Parameter8'   8Uch " ^ration'and size of the 
UV,   ut: , " Pr0P0Se a method for staining soft x-radiation of 
emilsl    ^efh r ^ j'l**™™"**** range,  by using the explosive f eld 
emtssic. method reported by Fursey and others.    The apparatus of Fig.   1 is used. 
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1    « 

Fig.   1.    Pulsed x-ray source:    1  - coupling 
flange;   2 - high voltage coax;    3 - tungsten 
aaticathode;    4 - brass shell;    5 - tantalum 
cathode;   6 - hermetic seal. 

in which bremsstrahlung from explosive emission is generated and emerges 
through a beryllium foil aperture in cathode (5).     When the interelectTode gap 

vo t. V.Tr Pr0dUCt8 ^^ the exPIosi-.  ^e current rises sharply but 
voltage and hence x-radiation fall nearly to zero.     Thus the x-ray pulse length 

ineaHulsew^ K" 'T"8 *he needle-to—^hode spacing.    The nominally 
Unear pulsew^th charactenstic obtained is seen in Fig.  2.    The apparent lower 

V-3.5 gferfm 

,¥ 
o    25   »J   6?    /;    %   ft    ,,  iS 

Fig.  2.    Pulsewidth vs.  electrode spacing 6. 

limit at 4 n s is misleading since it results from the response limitation of 
measurtng mstruments.    The extrapolation „hows that at a  35 micron spacin. 
a 1 nsec pulse should be obtainable.    Output x-radiation was evaluated photo'' 
metrically and found to have an effective wavelength Xeff      1.65 Ä;    intensTtv 
was determined from cumulative film darkening. ^tensity 
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Barinov,   V.   I.     Forminj short plasmoids. 
KSpF,   no.   6,   1971,   8-12. 

The problem of detaching a small portion of a plasma flow is 
considered,  and a technique is proposed for doing this.     The method avoids 
some limitations of cited earlier attempts at similar segregation of plasmoids, 
and In theory will permit development of plasmoids on the order of a few 
centimeters in length while maintaining an electron density close to n of the 
main plasma.     The technique uses a combination of a detaching grid amfa 
magnetic gate ,   with the critical factor being the ability to develop a rectangular 
pulsed magnetic field from a current -10 ka and ~0. l/iaec rise time,   coincident 
with the leading portion of the main plasma.    A negative potential on the order 
of a few tens of volts is simultaneously applied to the grid,  acting to drain 
excess ion current off and avoid breakdown in the plasmoid.    Fig.   1 gives a 

Fig.   1.    Plasmoid generator. 
1 - plasma injector with plexiglas face; 
2 - dielectric diaphragm,   2 cm aperture; 
3 -  magnetic gate;    4 - copper diaphragm with 
3 cm dia.   isolation grid,   0.03 mm mesh; 
5 -  shielded probe;   6 -  vacuum vessel,   10-IJ torr; 
7 - blocking oscillator pulse generator;    8, 9 - 
detail of magnetic gate. 
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schematic of the system developed.    Grid voltage was variable from 
10--100 v at IbyUa duration;   the magnetic   field attained  1 kgs with a rise 
time of about 0. 3^8,   generated by a 2 kv,   5 ka capacitive source.    The 
relative effect of the trapping action can be seen in the synchronized waveform 
of Fig.   2.    Results show that plasmoids 3 cm long x      cm dia.   can thus be 

9*-'-  '    '    '    \*M* 

Fig.  2.    Waveforms of plasmoid generator. 
a - probe signal with trap not energized; 
b - probe signal with blocking oscillator pulse 
applied to grid;   c - blocking oscillator pulse; 
d - probe signal with gate and grid energized; 
e - magnetic field pulse. 

picked off,   retaining a 
parent plasma. 

density « 1011/cm3 from an initial 1012/cm3 in the 
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A.    Abstracts 

Polyakov,   L.   M.    Effect of uniform pressure 
on the plasticity of rock  salt crystals.     UFZh,   v.   17, 
no.  2,   1972,   210-217. 

Results are describerl of tests on the effects of uniform pressure 
on plastic deformation of rock salt crystals.    The tests correlated pressure 
with the appearance of defects affecting dispersion and deflection of lißht,  and 
also with threshold and type of crystal destruction.    An experiment was conducted 
with natural optically homogeneous rock salt crystals of 6 x 6 x 12 mm.    Measure- 
ments of the intensity of light dispersion,  i,  corresponding to the plastic deformation 
at given values of uniform pressure showed a peculiar process of destruction 
of NaCl crystals.    In the beginning stage deformation takes place without a 
significant   change in Light dispersion;then at some deformation tj    intensity 
starts increasing and at some further deformation f,  the i( t)    curve reaches 
a saturation region,  which finally concludes in the ultimate destruction of the 
crystal specimen at deformation «3   .     The relationship between intensity of light 
dispersion and extent of deformation is shown in Fig.   1.    With increase in uniform 

l!    IB   20   !<f   26  321,% 

Fig.   1.    Relationship between intensity of 
light dispersion,   i and deformation siage f: 
1-0;   2 -  ^00 kg/cm2;    3 -  1000 kg/cm"; 
6 -  5000 kg/cm2. 

pressure,  the intensity of light dispersion decreases,  and its distribution in the 
crystal becomes homogeneous.    The appearance of light dispersion coincides 
with the formation of crystal defects, dimensions of which are significantly less 
than the wavelength of light (c»250 -  350 Ä ).    In the case of a uniaxial compression, 
dispersion is detectible at a deformation level  M « 0. 65%;   if deformed under 
pressure of 5000 kg/cm2,  then deformation increases to  «lp -  8.9%.    Mathematical 
evpressions are derived to determine the influence of pressure on plasticity and 
the value of deformation corresponding to light dispersion.     The mechanism of 
destruction is described in detail and microphotographs are presented. 
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6.    Miscellaneous Interest 

A.    Abstracts 

Tyurikova,   L.  A.,   R.   G.  Averbukh,   N.   I.  Moskvitin, 
and N.  A. Krotova.    Study of the parameters of r-f 
radiation from breakdown of a polymer bond to a 
solid.    DAN SSSR,   v.   201,  no.   4,   1971,  833-836. 

The relationship of adhesion mechanical properties to r-f radiation 
parameters in film + steel and film + glass bonds was studied under atmospheric 
conditlona.    The films were:   KLT polymer (a mixture of polyethylene terephthalate 
and natural ruboers),  adhesive plaster,  cellulose esters,  and PVC.    An experimental 
apparatus was used to:   (1) strip the polymer film at a variable rate,   (2) measure 
the energy of adhesion and duration of film stripping as well as emitted r-f pulse 
ength;   (3) photo record radio signals;   (4) determine emission frequency;   and 
5) study the shape and estimate the length of the r-f pulses.    The radiation detector 

(*ig.   1) permitted observation of pulses with a rise time of at least 0. 1 sec 

Fig.   1.    Diagram of radio wave recorder: 
1 - antenna,  2 - input circuits,   3 - mixer, 
4 - heterodyne,   5 - I-F, 6 - detector, 
7 - oscilloscope. 

Sensitivity was SO^V,  transmission band width was Af - 10 kHz,  and the 
intermediate frequency was f . 460 kHz..    A 1 m telescopic antenna was placed 
at a maximum distance of 1. 5 m from the film separation opening. 

Pulsed radiation of a minimum 1 MHz frequency was detected durine 
stripping of all of   the films,  with the exception of cellulose esters.    A pulse 
was detected however,  during the instantaneous separation of a cellulose aceto- 
butyrate film from glass.    The rate of stripping consequently is a definite factor 
in the generation of r-i.    The intensity I of radiation increases with an increase 
of discharge current from the electrical double layer.    This was confirmed by an 
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fsukerman,   V.   A..   L.   V.   Tarasova,  ami S.   I.   Lobov. 
New x-ray sources.    UFN,  v.   103,   no.   2.   1^71 
319-337. 

State-of-the-art and applications are reviewed of x-ray sources as 
reported in Soviet and Western literature from 1953 through 1970.    Soviet sources 
compr.se about 53% of the 79 references.    Flash x-ray sources blsed on field 
emission,  exclusive of three-electrode systems . are examined initially.    M.   I. 
Yehnson.  G    N.  Shuppe,   I.   L.   Sokol'skaya,  G.   N.   Fursey.   V.   N.  Shrednik.   and 
G    A.  Mesyats are cited as principal Soviet theoretical and experimental investi- 
gators of field emission.    Yelinson has dealt with the technical problems of 
achieving stable field emission,  and the causes of a decrease in breakdown voltage 
Fursey is studying the breakdown mechanism in an uitra-high vacuum     In 
contrast with American x-ray tubes.  Soviet tubes were designed for emission 

1*1 L   "     ?      t0rr residual gas Pressure and have featured a tapered edge tubular 
cathode and a needle-shaped anode.    Development of such devices was started 
in 1948 by Tsukerman and Manakova and continued by Zyuzin,   Tarasov.  and others. 
The former researchers developed a tec hnique of 2 to 8 successive   x-ray 
recordings of a hypervelocity event (e. g. .  an explosion) at predetermined time 
intervals.    They as well as other researchers later used field-emission tubes in 
x-ray structural analysis.    Sovi developed type IRA devices manufactured in 
Leningrad    are used primarily for x-ray flaw detection in inaccessible locations. 
The characteristics of a recent model IRA-2D device are given in Table 1 along 
with a photographic view.    The IRA-2D uses a pulse transformer to produce high 
voltage and delivers 5 pulses/sec.    Fifty flashes (10 sec exposure) are required 
for x-ray metallography of 20 mm thick steel at a distance of 100 cm from the 
film     A more advanced RING generator of nanosecond x-ray flashes was 
developed by N.  V    Belkin.  E.  A.  Avilov.  and V.   I.  Knlesov using a miniature 

l^"1,^'^       %fnal0g0U8 t0 the Fexitron-    Ph"tographs of a portable 
(140 x 100 x 60 mm3) RING generator and a miniature x-ray tube are given. 

H.«* A ■    A  .G!ner^t0rS 0f hiSh-intensity hard x-ray bremsstrahlung flashes are 
treated in detail      These are used for material analysis and generation of power- 
ful relativists electron beams.    In a 1967 model.   ZelensMy.   Zavada.  et al 
incorporated two synchronized Marks capacitor impulsed circuits to reduce 
discharge circuit inductance (Table 2). 

A 1969 model RIUS-5 resonance pulse accelerator (Fig    1) 
incorporates a discharger to increase the high-voltage pulse rise rate to lO^ .  1Q15 
v/sec versus    2 x 10^ v/sec in the earlier model>    A l970 generator of short 

x-ray flashes, developed by Pecherskiy et al.  features a water reservoir insulator 
to reduce generator dimensions and internal resistance.    This generator is based 
on liquid dielectrics research results obtained by Kulikov et al.  and Mesyats and 
Vorob yev     The generator stores 30 kj    at 3 Mv potential in a small (J00 cm dia x 
50 cm) water-dielectric capacitor. 
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r 
Country 

USA 

USSR 

Eng 

Name of 
(Jevice, 
company 

I Potential 
KV 

Fexitron, , 
model 846) 
-2 (Field 
Emission 
Corp) 

i 

IRA-ZD, 
"Burevest- 
nik" plant I 

i 

X-ray 
generator 
of Hivotro- 

i mc 

USSR RING 

  

Current, 
amp 

100-150 

300 

150 

150 

100-200 

1000 

700 

A-ray 
flash 
length, 
nsec. 

Dia.   of 
focal pt, 
mm 

■)0 

100-200 

50 

1,8 

Table 1.    Characteristics of various 
portable flash x-ray devices. 

Max no. 
of switch, 
ings 

10' 

2-104 

2- 105 

Weighl 

kg 

25 

25 

11.3 

1,4 

•ce: 

Fig.   1.    Cross-section of a RIUS-5 
hard x-ray bremsstrahlung pulsed soun 
1 - steel reservoir,  2 - accelerator flash tube, 
3 - metallic cylinder,   4 - Tesla coil,   5 - 
discharge gap,  K - input terminal from 
capacitor battery source. 
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Author High- Stored 
1 

Poten- Current Flash x-ray Flash 

Country 
and 
model 

voltage 
source 

energy, tial, 
Mv* 

across 
the tube, 

ka 

dosage at 
100 cm 
distance,  r 

length, 
nsec 

Date 

USA Denholm 
FX-25 

Electro 
-static 
genera- 
tor 

1.7 

-.. .   — 

3, 5/2.. 3 19 2 20 1965 

USSR Zelen- 
skiy    et 
al 

Marks 
capaci- 
tor cir- 
cuit 

200 5/4 50 250 500 1967 

USSR Abram- Teslare -54; 7/4 15 10 40 1969 
yan,  et sonance 
al,  RIUS trans- 
-5 former * 

USA Martin, 
et al, 
"Hermes 
-2" 

Marks 
capaci- 
tor cir- 
cuit 

1000 1 
j 

24/13 200 6800 70 1969 

USSR Pecher- 
skiy, et 
al 

Marks 
capaci- 
tor cir- 

30     ' 

1 

3/1.5 100 10 60 1970 

cuit with 
H20-re8- * 

,  

evoir i 

. 

Table 2.    Characteristics of generators 
of high-power hard x-ray bremsstrahlung 
flashes. 
*   Potential of the conductor or idling 

generato'. over the potential across the 
accelerator tube electrode gap. 

The generation of short x-ray flashes by pulsed discharge in air, 
hydrogen,  and other gases at nearly atmospheric pressure is next considered. 
Resea-ch is cited done by Stankevich and Kalinin, and Tarasova and Khudyakova 
on the generation of soft x-rays by an electric discharge in air, as well as by 
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Luk'yanovetal;   Artsimovich et al;    T.   I.   Filippova et al; ami Agafonov 
et al    on high-temperature H,   He.  and Xe plasma as a source of short flashes 
of soft and hard x-rays.    A cylindrical pinch was inUially produced,  followed 
in later experiments by a noncylindrical Z-pinch.    A 0. 1-1 r.  dose of hard 
x-rays was produced by a 100 nsec pulse at a 100 cm distance from the target 
Discharge on or near the right branch   of the Paschen curve is sugpested here 
as a promising method of x-ray generation. 

Summaries of data are also presented on the growing application of 
radioactive isotope sources of characteristic x- and y -rays of -1. S - 100 KeV 
intensity. 

Comments on future trends in x-ray sources include a reference to 
the promising data reported by Pavlovskiy.  et al on a pulsed nonferrous 100 MeV 
betatron    whic h can generate bremsstrahlung flashes several tens of nanoseconds 
long.    The use of tubes with a field-emission cathode is preferable however,  when 
miniature portable devices are required.    Greater utilization of very high-intensity 
flashes of hard x-ray bremsstrahlung and accelerated relativistic electrons is 
predicted. 

Zelenskiy,  K.   F.,   N.  I.   Zavada,  I.  A.   Troshkin 
and V,  A.   Tsukerman.    High-power pulse generator 
of short x-ray flashes.    PTE,  no.   4,   1969,   177-185. 

A high-power generator of hard x-ray flashes for 'he study of radiation 
resistance of materials is described.    The generator (Fig.   1) includes a 200 kj 
high-voltage capacitor and a metallic discharge, two-electrode x-ray tube.    An 
increase in apparatus power is achieved by:    1) using two pulsing circuits of 46 
capacitor elements each and designed for discharge at 5 Mv;   2)   arranging the 
intersectional discharge gaps so that current flows in opposition through adjacent 
capacitor elements,  and 3) arranging the capacitor elements to minimize the 
length of current leads.    Discharge circuit inductance was thereby reduced to 12^. 

The x-ray tube in Fig.  2 is larger but otherwise similar to one that was 
described earlier by two of the authors and Pecherskiy /_ZhTF,  no.  9,  1968,  1581"/ 
The tube can sustain voltages up to 4 Mv.    In the electrode arrangement of Fig.  2^' 
an axially mounted tungsten spike is the anode and the tapered edge of a truncated ' 
cone is the emission cathode.    In the 2b arrangement,  a thin tungsten or tantalum 
plate,  located in the immediate vicinity of the output window, functions as the 
anode.    The 2b arrangement enhances production of high dose rates.    The cylindrical 
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Fig.   1.    Cross-section of flash x-ray- 
apparatus.    A - anode,   K - cathode, 
O - target specimen,   1 - tube current leads, 
2 - insulation,   3 - intersectional discharge 
gaps,   4 - capacitor elements,   5 . tube 
envelope,   6 - steel cover plate,  7 - instrumentation 
compartment,  8 - diaphragm,  9 - disc, 
10 - insulated rupport columns,   11 - dielectric 
tie rods. 
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rig,  I.    Flish x-r.iy tube c ross-set tion: 
a - Reomelry of olcdrodes for positive 
liiKh-vnltaMe pulses.   I, - negative pulse 
electrodes arrariRernent,   1 - grounded tube 
envelope.   2 . cathode,   3 . anode.  4 - output 
window, 

3m high x 1 m O. D.  tube insulation is made of epoxv resin      Th.. „,.       A  A... 
envelope is a steel cylinder.  1.2 m long    I    D       0 « m     M  ♦  n   gr,OUnJed tube 

and a disc are fastened to the envelope^a^the* ^^^^t^Sl f     1 
to prevent metal vapor deposition on insulator walls     In thVzbTwl, ^ re,,pectlvely' 

x-ray pul,e J^Zt^n^"^*^0"**' *PPU"' '*" ""' " 

from the anode in the Fig.  2b arrangement     n.nfh    / '  TeaPcct"*h. 

intensity of the  lard x-ray component of the flash. 
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■ pot on the cathode is 3 x 0. 5 mm.    The photomultiplier signal Is transmitted 
by cable to an oflclllnscope on board a researc h vessel.    The length of a single 
pulte in the continuous sweep mode is 2S niMC and the total length of 18 pulses 
in a discrete sweep is 300 msec.    Scattered light intensity I was measured at an 
Äi.,'le 6 ■ 0.01 - 0.15 rad,  with a resolution better than lO"4 rad.    The sensitivity 
of this method is sufficient to detect several 5 micron particles in a 6. 5 x 6. 5 x 180 
mr-. volume.     The submerged part of the device is enclosed in a hermetically 
sealed container designed to withstand a 20 atm maximum external pressure. 

The particle size distribution function was calculated from 

d 
/(u)<i«~ ~.c\ 

M 
(0i/)f((in),w, 

where o     w D/X ,  D     particle diameter,  X     0*6328    ,  and C is a constant.    The 
error due to small angle approximation was within ♦ C/2air limits.    The 
magnitude of ^(0) ' d/d0(e   I) was analyzed each time and those values introducing 
a large error were discarded. 

Th'! device was tejted in May 1970 in the Black S«a on board the 
research vessel "Kapitän Chumakov".    The scattering phase function was 
determined at 500 m,   1 km,  and 2. 5 km distances from the shore,  where 
respective water depths were 60,   over 400, and 200 m.    Typical plots of the 
Kattering phase function (I versus 6) are shown for 1. 5,   50,  and I. 5 m immersion 
depth* at 500 m,   1 km,  and 2. 5 km from the shore.    The narrowest scattering 
phase function,  corresponding to the least attenuation of the incident beam,  was 
found at 2. 5 km from the shore and at a 35 m immersion depth.    This function 
was therefore adopted as the null reference signal in calculations of particle 
size distribution.    The calculated plots of f(af) versus D (Fig.  2) show that particle 
concentration at 1 km from the shore increased with an increase in immersion depth. 

Fig.  2.    Size distribution of particle suspension 
in sea water:    1-3-1 km from the shore at 2 m (1), 
15 m (2) and 50 m (3) depth,   4 - 500 m from the shore 
at a 2 m depth 
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Poltavtsev,  Yu.   G. ,   V.   P.   Zakharov and 
V.  N    Chugayev.    Structural atudie. nf mphttlMtlun 
atthto ebon »1m-. lnd„.H ^ r '    ^""gflL" 

in^l|i.    Kri.taHosrahya. v.   16,  no.  2,   1971. 
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Zaytaev,  A. V.    A_new theory of ball 
lightning.    ZhTF,   no.   1,   1972.  213-216. 

u,-   u    ,      The aUthor expound8 a theory of ball lightning formation based 

rruct^s6 nT8^^ w* M  the f0rmati0n 0f ***™** ^ electroconduc i. e structures in an electric held.    Such structures are composed of fine metallic 
or partly burned ash and soot particles.    Analogous structures comb Jd M h 

from the T".     "^ ^ f0rm " ^"^ lightni^ emhry°'    Discharg. current 
from the structure I« a static earth - cloud electric field flows through the 

iZ^r      uTr "' heat8 lt'    The heated StruCture the" ^t. vLble 
hgh   wh ch might be perceived as ball lightning.    The embryonic structure 

paUa^vT:'1" the ^T f ' nUCleUS haVing a SPatial netWOrk ******* with spatially interconnected chain structures grown out of it (see Fig.   1).   The 

r< 

Fig.   1.    Spatial distribution of ball lightning structures: 
I - spatial network structure and space charge;   2 - upper 
structures and space charge;    3 - lower structures and 
space charge;   4 - separate ascending lower structure 
chains;    5 - lower discharge boundary of lower structures; 
6 - upper discharge boundary of upper structures in the 
pre-leader discharge phase;   7 - leader channel;   8 
ascending to the cloud. 

charges 
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, upper and Iower structure, a "u^ur."' .fr0m Separa,e chai"' •' "» 
number of chains, of the approprTate  I 0" the

("
uc1-«-   «ven a sufficient 

1 nucleus is able to heat Z.eZ°ZT*tr?T '   ^^ CUrrent a"°" • 
. emission.    At this stage    a „„LT u ' '" "T P'>inl 0f vi8ible "«''* 

»»served.   A further ifc'reaset   „^."T" "'^ nUCleU' ma-/ b« 
structures results in the acm !.. .,        , acros8 the uPPer and lower 

«he embryonic l^l.™™^***?"^ '^ 'h*"* """" 
channel of streak lightnins     The le^ ^       mS a 8ho^, cu»",>* leader 
•tructure.   A serief of sh'ortleader, Is' T""' üOW8 aCr088 'h<! ^W 
Hashes and explosion, of the'ium n"us nudm ^"u'd"'"' " 
from a sudden decrease in ^,„,.„,„1    "  ,'eus-   A lon8 leader,  resulting 

burning, is perceived as" .tro« .^'lln .r' " ^ ""^ "' ""^ 
of the luminous nucleus.    The "after aonea        "I' '^ "'"W^nce 
source.  aUhough the true sour e   s the'TaH   l° "t.*1", "I' ll«h«"1»« »""«V 
The leader pumps the field energv rr^ T      »"^^ electric field, 
the structures.    Charged embrvo^ic t8'0"8 a'a grea, ■"""" '">"> 
fall and rise from lh. „oZ u   " ,1 ■truclu"s sometimes alternately 
away from the earth      This H^'o   LT'"8 bal1" Pa""" «"«"ou, breaL, g 
•urface.  subject to th.ml.ny bllanc   y0

f
m0Ve9 T* ^ tha ear'h'» 

attraction by the cloud     In tM.   bala""ne '""• "t weight and charge 
breaking con'.act MtMh. ..rth ,. n" t^,^"8' 0f the lo"" «'««-^ 
the structure falls back to the earth .r,-!'   by the di8=harge current; 
«eld.    The predominance „f the char "'»   ,rrapolari"d by «he earth-cloud 
embryonic structure ..«nites     it, "if if a"ra

t
C:,,on "^ th« »aigbl of the 

by the dipcle discharge current to !' T" " hea,ed ""«"«ntly 
-se. the embryo may be UfteJ llrZlntllTj^ *" ^"^   '" tha* 

combination of MghTar«^"^"'';» f0'.'"" Ii8htnine f"ma'i°" a« " 
high temperature.   Such" comb,    -"' * S,r0n8 ^'^ fUld a"d 

or soot Particles Is^tuerbralrchTrV^ "lo? a
i
1T: "'^h 

hghtmng.    The polarized particles form7        i        "    0    v) of streak 
a conducting network by corona and -    H   T       S Which iS 8intered in^ 
layer of particles is hoVeZrZt'Zl 'l8ChaFgea'    The exiäte"- «f a 
-ay form in an induced discharge charerb" ^r^0"-    ™* Particles 
ization of carbon-containing material Or L^ T     ^ COmbu8tion °' ^por- 
structures in this case is exoTaTn^H K *    GrOWth of the uPPer 

the residual particles on tL'l I accum^tion after a discharge of 
A strong electric ^Vc^a e7 ^  3^^^^ * *^ ^Le. 
particles reestablishes .he contact br^LtLHi^ ^ ^ ^^ 
growth of the structures     The hurnZ       .    *        dlscharge and promotes 

re..    The burned.out spatial structures are recon - 
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I 
' hl^4^ ..fr0m ßrOUnd material Particles by current breaks generated 

theTa^h   ^r ^t811"04"" and "^ ** ^ in8tant 0f -ParatTon     1 
discharge' form flT        'T™1"* belOW the 8patial 8tructu" after a 
aero«»T , " structure8 and close the discharge circuit 
across tae nucleus to the earth.    Rail lightning lifetime is Hmited only 
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